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FOREWARD. 

Having been a worker with children in the publio 

school and in the Sunday School for many years and in the 

Week-Day-Religious School and the Vacation Bible School 

for several years, our interest in the building of Christian 

character is ot more\ than passing concern. A oomprehensive 

study of the character and religious programs of the state 

and church and the -remarkable advancement of the former in 

the matter of time, equipment, methods and of the educational 

standards of the teachers cause no little concern as to the 

outcome of the latter. There is no doubt but that characte1 

education needs to be reinforced by Christian education if' 

our Democracy is to be secure. The mental, physical and 

social nature of man must be supplemented by the spiritual 

if we would not have a bias or warped civilization. 

General education has gone forward rapidly due to the 

large number of individuals it reaches, its system which 

adjusts education to the needs of the child at successive 

ages; its methods of self-government and because it has 

recognized that education is a life-long activity and not an 

activity for youth alone. On the other'1land, Christian 

education has had its setback because people have been slow 

to see its meaning; they have been reluctant to permit any 
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changes in current practices; they have also been suspicious 

that religious education meant something different from 

religious experience. 

Our greatest need here is Adult education wherein the 

importance of the Sunday School, Week-Day-School and Vaca

tion Bible School may be stressed, for only as the parents 

see the need of such organizations will they be induced to 

give moral and financial support to these agencies. For 

the hope of a changed civilization lies in the children of 

the nation. Before\ prohibition can be enforced, the mind 

of society must be educated to believe the nation is better 

off for having prohibition. This is true of every social 

evil which is now causing much suffering. Along with this 

must come a new realization of the things which matter 

most in life. To accomplish this,charaoter education has 

a place, religlous education has a place, and Christian 

education has a place; but at this point the recognition of 

a Supernatural Power is imperative for the type of citizen 

needed. 

When we selected this "theme", we were not aware that 

so much had been written on the subject of "building eharactor 

that will work in a world of changes". Others have set 

forth this problem so much better than we could have done, 

that we have used their words to express our meaning. 

It we have accomplished anything worth while cknowlei~ge

ments are due to the patient and untiring efforts of Dr. 

Lambertius Hekhius tor guidance in the assembling of the 
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material collected; to Dean Earl K. Hillbrand for instruc

tion in such subjects necessary for the semester hours 

needed; to Miss Bernice Burket in the matter ot preparing 

the copies for their presentation to the Faculty; to the 

many writers quoted; to my companion, John Wesley Hayes, tor 

the opportunity to continue our educational pursuits during 

twenty-six years of married life; and to God. 

Lotta Louisa Hayes. 
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CHAPTER I. 

PURPOSE OF TEE THESIS. 

The ettort to produce character through an education 

program is by no means a new task. The present discus

sion presents another argument tor a stabilized advancement 

ot loyalty to ideals~on the part ot the individual in the 

social group and in the community at large. This pre

sentation claims no finality but it does present an aspect 

that for many has been a potent factor in character build

ing. Judged by the educational programs of the nations 

and by the stress placed upon moral factors, the estimate 

seems conclusive that the valued stability of' these nations 

was dependent upon the loyalty of their constituency to 

the moral standard of' the country. This being the case, 

the programs of the ..&noient Chinese, the Greeks, the 

Romans and the nations of' the Middle Ages sought to develop 

the child mentally, physically, socially and spiritually 

and thus enable him to tit effectively into the citizenship 

of his country. 

This phase of history repeated itself throughout the 

long span of European history and continued to evidence 

itself' long after America sought freedom from England. 

However, in the seventeenth century the home became simply 
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an agency for physical welfare, the church the medium 

whereby the spiritual man was developed while the school 

devoted its time to mental and social discipline. These 

changes were due primarily to the separation of the church 

and state. 

William Bowers gives the reason for this change as 

follows: "The earliest schools in .America were predom

inantly religious. Subsequent to the Revolut~onary War 
' 

the schools gradually became less religious, and passed . 

out of the control o; the church into the control of the 

state. This change was due, in part, to the natural 

development of American lite under pioneer conditions, and 

in part, along with other factors, to the influence ot 

European rationalism upon American thinking. Among the 

distinctively American factors that contributed to this 

result, were the disintegration of the New-England town 

through the growth and spread ot population into remoter 

territory and the consequent development of the school 

district, which was essentially more than the town, with 

the meetinghouse about which all the people lived, the 

increase of material prosperity, and the growing sectarian

ism of the churoh."l 

Since the home, the church and the school each had 

a specific duty to perform in the moulding of character, 

a neglect from either (and it did come) gave the child a 

biased or warped development, tor the development ot the 

Lo 1
1~. William Clayton Bowers, Education Task ot the 

ca C.u.urcli. cna· • .1 pp. 8, B. 
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physical without the spiritual might mean an infidel; 

development ot the physical and mental without the social 

might make one a menace to society; and the development ot 

the spiritual without the others might make a tanatio. 

Thus the nineteenth century produced grave concern for 

adequate citizenship in a world of separate loyalties with 

an occasion tor lowered standards. The mental, moral 

and social areas ot lite have been developed far more than 

the spiritual. Hence with the dawning of the twentieth 

century came a program of character education which was 

introduced 1ntQ the public school and a program. of religioua 

education introduced as a parallel movement into the 

churches. 

The problem arises, even though the period of trial 

has been brief, in terms of effects and results, and one 

finds the frequent questioning as to whether or not these 

programs are adequate. It is clear they are not, as yet, 

accomplishing the desired end. It is the writer's purpose 

to show that the educational programs ot the Chinese, the 

Greeks, the Romans and the Nations of the Middle Ages, 

included a large part of what today characterizes our 

character and religious program. 

Several methods of the character education program. 

as used in some of the schools will be presented and dis

cussed. The charts and figures are used to show t ·he 

tentative results of these programs, indicating the neces

sity of the development of an "inner control" rather than 
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of "outer conformity". This "inner controltt is not 

attained by imposed repetitions of a particular situation, 

but it comes from a desire to understand, coupled with an 

effective will to perform rightly in any si tuat1on. An 

emphasis on Christian Education, wherein the life of the 

individual may be ruled by an unseen force, atforda a 

solution. 

realized. 

This must be if Christian Character is to be 

And Christian Character is necessary for the 

solving ot today's problems. 

Our attention :ts focused almost entirely upon those 

things which are observed on the surface of life, but human 

character cannot be made from the outside. The issues ot 

lite are :trom within and our program must be such as will 

awe.ken the forces that lie beneath the social contacts. 

The Master confined his efforts to spiritual development, 

well knowing that the inner quality would find corresponding 

outside expression and that character would result. 

"The letter k1lleth but the spirit maketh al1ve.u1 

This is true in our teaching of character. Not in the sens 

in which ~aul used it, but in that the teaching ot "what to ,., 
do" is ot no avail unless there is a "will to do". This 

"will" is spurred on toward an "Ideal" and the thesis 

4 

suggests that this must be the perfect Ideal, which is Chris • 

Our teaching program both of character and religion needs 

reinforcement both from the personality of those teaching 

and also :rrom an inner dynamic which comes :trom a Higher 

l. Bible, II Cor. 3:6. 



Power. It is in recognition of this view point that 

there has arisen the proverb "Character is caught-- not 

taught." 
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CHAPTER II.. 

IDUCATION IN THE EARLY AND MIDDLE AGES 
. INCLUDED THOSE ELEMEN'rS WHICH ARE NOW 
BEING TIUGHT AS CHARACTER AND RELIGIOUS 

EDUCATION 

A brief sketch of educational objectives will serve 

to present the fact that the building ot eharaoter held a 

prominent place in all programs for education in the 

Ancient and Middle Ages. ·or Oriental Education 551-498 B •• 

Paul Monroe has this to say, "In a remarkable manner Con

fucianism unites political or social ethics with private 

morality. Ot itself it furnishes a system of philosophy 

rather than a system of religious worship. Its system ot 

conduct receives reinforcement from two other religions, 

Buddhism and Taoism. All ethical teachings and all social 

obligations are summed up in those of the 'five relations' 

that are taught to every child in ten syllables as the 

A.B•Ca of conduct. These are the relationships of 

sovereign to subject, of parent to child, of husband to 

wife, of brother to brother, of friend to friend, As 

there are five senses, five elements, five planets, five 

races, five colors, five notes in music, five tastes, five 

points to the compass, so, too, there are five virtues: 

benevolence, justice, order, prudence and fidelity~nl 

pp. 19~. 20~aul Monroe, History of Education, chap. I, 
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That the end of education among the Greeks was a pure 

holy life is shown in the following quo·tation: "Greece 

first undertook the task of equipping man for all that fits 

him for civil lite and promotes h·is secular well-being; 

of unfolding and expanding every inborn faculty and energy, 

bodily and mentally; of striving restlessly after the whole 

and finding in this effort after an unattainable ideal, 

that by which man becomes like unto the gods."1 

With the Bomans the ideal of education i .s shown in 
\. their conception of rights and dutiea. Ot these the right 

of the father was the strongest, most characteristic and 

most important •• • • In the performance of these duties 

certain definite virtues or moral characteristics were 

demanded. 

piety. • 

parents. 

• • • Foremost of these virtues was that ot 

• • The obedience to the command of the gods and 

Piety contained the religious idea of reverence 

and of filial regard ·for paternal control. Together with 

modesty it approximated the Greek idea of reverence, the 

balance or harmony of conduct •••• Manhood as exemplifie 

in living men or in well known historical, biographical 

sketches furnished the standard which the youth was expecte 

to approximate. While the charaoteristics o~ these types 

turnished no exalted ideal, they at least were models 

permitting worthy imitation and exemplifying the practical 

virtues of a vigorous people •• • • Manliness or firmness 

or what we call character, was a virtue valued by the Romans 
1. Ibid, chap. 3, p. 59. 
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and exemplified in their lives. 1 

Paul Monroe saya, "In order to understand the attitude 

of the Early Church to education, and ·the conception of 

education that developed from these early conditions and 

prevailed throughout the Middle Ages, it is necessary to 

have in mind some of the characteristics ot the thought lite 

and of the concrete social activities of the pagan life 

surrounding the early church. Into the lite ot Greek 

culture and intellectual acti~ity of the coemopolitan 

period, modified, supplemented and extended as it had been 

through adoption by the Romans and into the life of Roman 

activity at its height ot power, though past its prime in 

vigor and positive virtues, Christianity was introduced in 

the first century, to spread with great rapidity, to modify 

this foreign world both in regard to thought and to conduct, 

and, on the other hand, to be itself profoundly modified as 

well."2 

''The highest reach of pagan thought, its solution ·of 

the problem of the individual and society, was in the though 

of Aristotle and is as follows: The function of man, then, 

is an activity of the soul of a rational, ~rat least not 

ot an irrational, cha~acte~. The good for man is defined 

as 'an activity of the soul according to goodness; and, it 

there are more kinds of go·odness than one, in accordance 

with that which is best and most complete.' Later goodness 

is defined as being of two kinds, •Goodness of intellect 

1. Paul Monroe, History of Education, Chap.IV, p.180. 
2. Ibid, Chap. V, p. 221. 
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and goodness of character'. The tirst of these is pro-

duoed and increased by teaching and is the product of 

experience and time; goodness of character is the outcome 

ot habit. As nature does not give to some or withhold 

trom others goodness of character, it renders ·each of us 

capable of attaining or receiving this goodness by formatio 

of habit. 

doing. "l 

Goodness consists, then, in well being and well 

"The point of contact between Christianity and the 

Roman thought world was found in its relation to the Stoic 

philosophy. According to this philosophy, virtue in itsel 

was made .the highest pleasure attainable. Conscience was 

exalted into the rule of lite; good deeds, charity and 

sympathy for the less fortunate were commanded not on the 

score of ostentation or for the approval of man, but because 

such actions were a duty. Duty in its legal, institutional 

and parental form had always been exalted by the Romans as 

the highest expression of their moral life; they now round 

in the philosophical formulation of this ethical truth the 

highest expression of their cosmopolitan life and of their 

world empire. Says one of the teachers, The wise man will 

not sin, though both gods and men overlook the deed, for it 

1a not through fear of punishment or of shame that he ab

stains from sin. It is from the desire and obligations ot 

what is just and good."2 

Passing rapidly through the period of monastic life 

1. Paul Monroe, History of Education, Chap.III, p.149 
2. Ibid, Chap. V, p. 227 
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and education we notice briefly education as a social 

discipline or chivalry. Ot this Paul Monroe makes this 

comment, "Like all education during the Middle .Ages, this 

educati.on was a discipline, both for the individual and 

for the social class, but one in which the intellectual 

element was even slighter than that ·1n monasticism or 

mysticism. Says Cornish: 'The consecration of the 

Teutonic so1dier to a rule of lite-long-obedience, a sense 

ot personal honor and rectitude, though. inferior to the 
\ 

Roman conception ot civic virtue, was an education of 

those who bore rule in the world, and made them more worthy 

of the position which they had won and maintained by force, 

than if they had never bowed to the yoke of the church and . 

learnt from her teachings the lesson ot "nobleesse oblige". 

That education · included both the moral and reJ;igious 

element may be seen from the thoughts advanced in the middl 

of the seventeenth century. Herbart saye, "Instruction 

will form the circle of thought, and education the characte. 

The last is nothing without the firat.n Paul Monroe says, 

"Pestalozzi Herbart and Froebel all made moral character 
-

the end of education. Pestalozzi would secure it rather 

by external means,---through direct training of moral 

virtues,---by the distinct though simultaneou~ training of 

head, heart and hand. Herbart sought the same end through 

instruction; for ideas stimulate desires, desires ·action, 

action properly guided by ideas gained through 'intercourse 

1. .Paul Monroe, History of Education, Chap. V}p.285. 
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produce character. To Froebel, education beginning with 

the spontaneous activity of the child and leading trom that 

to ideas and permanently formed volitional interests, was 

more largely an emotional and volitional than an intellec-
1 

tual training." 

"At the close of the Mid~le Ages the intellectual 

interests and control passed from the Monasteries to the 

schools; from under wholly ecclesiastical influences to 

one that while nominally ecclesiastical was in spirit 

chiefly seouiar."2 

Three contrasts between Mediaeval and modern educa

tion are given by George Albert Coe, who says, "The 

characteristics of modern education may be studied from 

either ot two points ot view. We may observe the school 

itselt--the teaching force, the controlling bodies, the 

material of instruction, the relation of the curriculum. 

to life--or we may note the movement of educational theory 

in the works of writers on this subject. It we compare 

Mediaeval with modern schools, three contrasts will strike 

us at once. I. Mediaeval teachers were practically all 

clergymen or other church functionaries, while the teaching 

toroe in the modern school is drawn chietly from the .laity. 

II. The control of the mediaeval schQols was invested in 

the church, while that of the modern schools is invested 

chiefly in the state. III. The point of view of the 

. Paul Monroe, History of Education, Chap·. II, p. 639 
2. Ibid, Chap. VI, p. 251 
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schools has changed from that of preparation for personal 

salvation through believing dogmas, authoritatively handed 

down by the church to that of preparation for the common 

lite, particularly the life of society, by the acquisition 

of so called secular knowledge. At first sight the contras 

here seems to be very sharp. The mediaeval school had in 

view the eternal salvation of the soul; the modern school, 

the living of our temporal lives. The mediaeval school 

w~s 'scholastic', the modern is 'scientific', the former 

religious, the latter secular."1 

tThis contrast has been brought about through the 

· separation of the church and state. This separatton has 

been made necessary, _ according to William Clayton Bowers, · 

because "(a) Historical American Doctrine calls for the 

separation of the church and state. {b) · The sectarianism 

of the American church makes religious training in th.e 

schools impossible. (o) The Bible could only be taught 

as literature ~nd history. (d) Because of the increasing 

differentiation of functions and institutions in an 

advanced society."2 

This movement has brought about the following changes 

in our educational system. "From being an ecclesiastical 

affair, education has become also an affair of the state. 

It has ceased to be the privilege of certain classes (clergy 

and nobility), and has become the right of all the people. 

l. George Albert Coe, Education in Religion and 
Morals, Chap. V, p. 71. 

2. illiam Clayton Bowers, The Educational Task of 
the Local Church. Chap. I, pp. 9, 10. 



Its scope has widened from mere instruction to the training 

of the whole person, the will, the feelings, and the body 

as well as the intellect. Instruction itself has broadened 

so as to include the study of nature and man along side of 

the study of merely literary and abstractly logical subjects 

The material employed has changed more and more from mere 

symbols, such as books, formulae, etc., toward things which 

the child can observe for himself. The teacher's point of 

view has changed from that of the subject as he himself, a 
\ 

mature person, thinka it, to that of the child and his 

natural spontaneous method of apprehension. The notion of 

the process has changed from that of bestowing something 

upon a passive child to that of providing means whereby the 

child might actively and freely express himselt. The child 

is to develop from within by his own activity. Finally, 

Education has passed beyond the individualism at both the 

Mediaeval and the Reformation period, and is now recognized 

as a social process in aim as well as in or1g1n.n1 

An effort to restore to education those elements 

omitted in the separation of the church and state is evident 

for in 1789 the definition for moral training adopted by 

the legislature ot Massachusetts read in substance as 

follows: "All instructors of youth shall exert their best 

endeavors to impress on the minds of the children and youth 

committed to their care and instruction, prineiples of . 

piety and justice, and sacred regard for truth, love of 

l. George Albert Coe, Education in Religion and 
Morals, Chap. V, p. 83. 
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their country, humanity and universal benevolence, sobriety, 

industry, and frugality, chastity, moderation and temperanc 

and those other virtues which are the ornament of human 

society and the basis upon which a republican constitution 

is founded; and they shall endeavor to lead their pupils, 

as the ages and capacities will admit, into a clear under

standing of the above named virtues; to preserve and perfec 

a perfect republican constitution and secure the blessings 

of liberty ·as well as to promote their future happiness, 

and also to point out to them the evil tendencies of the 

opposite view."1 "Here then is a most serious problem," 

says Jeremiah E. Burke, "Is it possible in our combined 

wisdom to make such necessary adjustments as may enable us 

to teach fundamental natural virtues, such as those enumer

ated in the statute without encroaching in any manner, 

whatsoever upon the province of religion?" Moral virtues 

are those which .have for their immediate object some 

creative things which serve as a means of arriving at God." 

These same elements are necessary in our school 

program today aocording to the latest definition given for 

education by Commissioner Wm. John Cooper, who says, "Human 

education is the process ot individual growth and develop

ment beginning with birth and ending only with death; 

requiring at the outset much effort on the part ot others 

in discovering, nourishing and directing inherent 

l. Xeremiah E. Burke, Character Ed~cation for 
Citizenship. R.E.A. March, 1930. · 

2. Ibid.R. E.A. March, 1930. 
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potentialities; but at every stage denE.nding increasing 

self reliance and self control. During this entire proces 

the individual learns to observe and analyze his natural 

environment, to modify it to his needs, and adjust himself 

intelligently to non-alterable conditions, to comprehend 

the social environment in which he finds himself, to under

stand how it came to be what it is and how it can be change, 

and to appreciate the mutual 'give and take' · oharaoter of 

human associations to the end that he may not only demand 
\. 

his own rights and opportunities, but also will discharge 

to the full his economic and social obligat1ons."1 

As an ettort to fulfill these conditions there has 

been suggested a program of character education. "This," 

says Harold Tuttle, "is the first of the methods which the 

public school has attempted to contribute toward the area 

of living values. This movement makes no attempt at 

being religious, in the strict sense of the word, or at 

offering a substitute for religion. It does, however, . 

seek to meet, in part, the urgent need for higher ethical 

ideals which are essential to character and thus to make 
2 

general contributions toward religion." 

Many vel!d.ons are given as to just what would consti

tute such a program. According tow. W. Charters, "Charac

ter is the integrating of personality" and to aooomplish 

this, four steps are necessary, as follows: "(~) Defic1enci s 

l. William john Cooper, Journal of National Educa
tion Society. june, 1930. 

2. Harold S. Tuttle, Character Education by Church 
and State •. Chap. IV, p. 27. 
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must be diagnosed to discover causes, (b) desire for a 

trait that is wanting must be developed, (o) ideals must 

be carried into conduot after plans ot action have been 

prepared, (d) these must become habits through use in 

behavior~ For intelligent and powerful living, one's 

personality must be integrated."l 

Germane and Germane define character as a matter of 

stimulus. "The environment is the stimulus. One's 

behavior constitutes the response. One begets the other."2 

These writers define character education as a process 

through which the child learns to make wholesome adjustments 

to his many perplexing life situations. "Perplexing life 

situations are all those occasions in daily life which vex, 

disturb and annoy because there is a conflict between what 

one impulsively wishes to do and what one is obliged to do. 

Wholesome social adjustments are those happy and successful 

ways and habits of responding which is beneficial both to 

himself and others."3 

Paul Monroe makes this comment on the subject of 

character education, "That formation of character is the end 

of education is a connnonplao of pedagogical theory, if 

not of school procedure •••• Practically the acquisition 

of various forms of skill and information in various school 

subjects are usually the conscious and direct aims of the 

1. W.W.Charters, The Teaching of Ideals. Introduc
tion, p. 15. 

2. Germane and Germane, Character Education. 
Introduction, p. 10. 

3. Ibid. Chap. I, p. 15 



teacher, and character formation an indirect result. Even 

discipline which has apparently a more ~irect relation to 

character than have skill and knowledge is often so hennned 

17 

in by pecular school conditions (an unduly large number of 

pupils, the lack of material,. and appliances for constructive 

work, etc.) as to have only a somewhat remote connection 

with developing the kind or eharaoter most efficient in 

lite beyond the school walls. The elements of character 

may conveniently be grouped under three heads: 1. Discrim

inating judgment as to relative values; 2. Direct emotional 

susceptibility to values as presented in experienoe; 3 • . 

Force in execution. Judgment is obviously the intellec-

tual element in character. It has been the fortune of 

this element to suffer both from over appreciation and from 

extreme depreciation. Among the Greeks knowledge was often 

identified with virtue or moral excellence. The will was 

conceived as the intellect in actual operation; to know 

good was to act in its behalf •••• Recently the emotions 

rather than the will have been set over against intelligence 

as the central element in character •••• The feelings 

have been held to be the only moving springs of aotion and 

certain feelings have been selected for special moral 

eulogy •••• In many respects the present day is witnessing 

the return of arbitrary will. Emotionality, to the Greek 

principle or intelligence, though with a change in the eon-

ception of intelligence. It was natural for the Greeks to 

conceive a close relation between knowledge and conduct 



because they were acquainte~ with so little second hand 

knowledge. Faots and ideas acquired from another person, 

no matter how certain, were only opinions, not knowledge. 

Force, patience and persistency in execution are also 

indispensible factors in character. The analysis of 

character into aspects of wise judgment, emotional respon

siveness, and force of action, reveal how largely character 

:forming must be indirect, slow, gradual and uneonscious."l 

As a means of integrating personality by the develop-
\ 

ment of traits, many , schools now have well established 

courses in character education. Three types of instructio 

18 

are us~d, viz: the individual, the direct, and the _indirec. 

{a) Considering the Individual Type of character education 

we must begin with uncontrolled situations or with undevelo -

ed traits. "To the first type belong those oases in which 

the individual is confronted with an unadjusted situation. 

Thus our order of precedence would be, maladjusted situatio 

trait and trait action. Theoretically, from this approach, 

there will be no instruction in using ideals or in dis

covering trait actions except in the presence of a problem 

of conduct. 1 
••• To the second type or approach--through 

undeveloped traits--belong those cases in which the 

individual has not necessarily met a specific situation tha 

he cannot control, but where he has become concerned about . 

his efficiency in connection with certain traits. • • 

In these cases the learner oomes to the instructor to 

1. Paul Monroe, A Cyclopedia of Education. 
Cha .VII,p. 569. 



discover how to develop these traits rather than to be 

helped out of a seriously difficult situation. The order 

of precedence then is trait, situation and trait action. 

The first type of instruction has been worked out very 

fully by those juvenile-delinquency agencies that are con

cerned not so much with punishing delinquents as with 

improving their conduet."1 

(b) "The indirect method of teaching character con

sists in the teaching of morals through school subjects, 
\ 

routines and activities •••• In theory it possesses all 

the characteristics of effective instruction. Because 

instruction is carried out at the moment when it is needed, 

the desire for the trait is present or can be aroused with 

relative ease. The indirect method begins with situations 

and the entire school and school subjects are organized so 

as to constantly give practice in character development. 

This method is the preference of most educators. (c) By 

direct moral instruction we mean that torm of instruction 

in morals which begins with a consideration of traits. 

A particular period is set aside each day or one or two 

days out of each week for the developme~t of a particular 

trait. However, most educators are opposed, in theory, 

to this method feeling that it is instruction about morals 

rather than teaching morals."2 

Not only is the school enga~ed in forming character, 

l. w.w.charters, The Teaching of Ideals. Chap. VII, 
pp. 128 , 129 • 

2. Ibid, Chap. VIII, p. 210 
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but many organizations are endeavoring to carry on this 

work by means of codes, mottoes, oaths and laws. So 

important has this training become that there has been 

established The Character Education Institute, where an 

extensive study of this movement is carried on. There is 

also a Committee of Character Education connected with the 

National Education Association, whose duty it is to study 

and report on the progress of the movement. 

But Walters. Athearn says, "Education for efficiency 
\ 

must be supplemented with education for righteousness. 

The efficient will must be controlled by the good will if 

society is to be secure. Public education has studied 

the philosophy of habits, the philosophy of ideas and the 

philosophy of attributes, but it has not made an adequate 

study of the emotions, sentiments, prejudices, ideals and 

those conduct controls with which religion deals."1 

However, this program of moral training can go so 

far and no farther. Esther L. Richards says, "No public 

school is, in itself, an adequate means of moral training; 

but the moral habits backed by the practice and the non

religious motives contributed by the public school may serv 

as a basis for spiritually and religiously motivated 

instruction given in the church school. All education 

that quickens the intelligence and enriches the mind, but 

fails to develop the will and direct it to the practice of 

virtues, may produce scholars, but cannot produce good 
-6 
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. 1 
men." 

Again Walter Athearn says, "Finally, the building af 

character in a democracy demands the development of two 

systems: (1.) A system of public schools which will guarantee 
..,.; 

the intelligence of the people. (2) A system of church scho ls 
~ . 

which will guarantee the moral integrity of the people."2 

Having reached these conclusions, there sprang up 

almost simultaneously with this program of eharaeter educa-

tion a program of Religious Education. This was an effort 
~ 

to - supplement the work of the schools in their character 

building program. When this work was first established 

most writers used the term "'religious" synonymous with the 

term "Christian" for our religion is Christian, thus we have 

the fol.lowing definitions: "Religious education is guidance 

from above."3 

character."4 

"Religious education is growing Christian 

While few positive definitions are given, it is clear 

that the ultimate aim is to produce Christian life and 

character that may find adequate expression in all life's 

relationsh1ps. 5 That this aim has not been accomplished 

may be seen from the many negative definitions. Dr • . Tittle 

says, "No emphasis· stands out more clearly in our minds than 

l. Esther L. Richards, Basic Factors in Behavior 
Difficulties. R.E.A., May, 1930. 

2. Walters. Athearn, Character Building in a Democ
racy, Chap. VI, p. 160. 

3. Adolph Meyers, What Can the Psychiatrist Contribute 
to Character Education, B.E.A., May, 1930. 

4. Ernest Bowner Allen, H.~.A., Sept. 1930. 
5. Ernest Freeman Tittle, R.E.A., July, 1930. 



the conviction that we must constantly strive to make our 

program of religious education more truly Christian. This 

involves putting Christ at the center as our ideal example 

and the source of our inspiration. We believe that under 

the guidance of His Spirit, the Holy Spirit, young and old 

may become increasingly Christ-like in their attitudes and 

in their habits of daily living. We must seek to develop 

a generation which will have the virtues of the early 

Christians, the virtues. of vision, courage and faith."1 

According to General Smuts, "Religious education is 

not merely giving a certain kind of instruction, but the 

development of character. A type of religious instruction 

which does not prevent the horrors of Marne, the Somme, 

Verdun and the Argonne Forest is inefficient. Has not the 
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time come when by religious education we must mean not merely 

the -acquirement of information concerning religion, but the 

development of charaoter--the kind of character that will 

prevent another World War and give us eventually a just and 

lasting peaoe."2 

"The something lacking in our religious education is 

an adequate provision for the cultivating of a religious 

feeling in childhood and youth."3 

"Our program of religion has omitted evangelism and 

no religion is Christian without this element."4 
l. Wm. C. Bowers, Character Education Through Creative 

Experience, H. ~.A. Sept. 1930 
2. Walter Athearn, Character Building in a Democracy, 

Chap. IV, p. 103 
3. Ernest Tittle quotes General Smuts, R.E.A. JUly 193 
4. Charles E. McKinney, Educational Evangelism, 
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This has led to a program of Christian Education, or 

an effort to lead the student i~to vital relationship with 

J"esus Christ. This latest movement is defined as follow: 

"Christian Education consists of so presenting Chr1s.t to 

immature minds that .they shall be by him enlightened, 

inspired and fed according to their gradual increasing capa

city, and· thus made to grow continuously in the courts of 

the Lord's house. · Earnest Tittle ~elieves that Christian 

Education involves put~ing Christ at the center as our ideal 

example and the source of our information.ftl Walter Athearn 

defines Christian Education as "The introduction of control 

into experience in terms with Jesus Christ. It has but one 
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task and that is to so present Christ to a rising generation 

that every act in every day life will be performed in har

mony with His holy will. !'ts whole purpose is to unite the 

child with Christ and so lead him to be one with the Father."2 

"Christian education is necessary in integrating_ 

personality and character must be integrated. Toward habits 

and judgments which may be of service in religious living, 

the school and other secular societies may contribute much. 

Beyond these goals Christian education has three further aims 

whic~ can be attained by no secular process or program. One 

of these is to. set up ideals interpreted in terms of the 

effect of conduct. This is the integration· of character, 

the unification of personality. This it is that gives the 
l. Harold s. Tuttle, Character Education by Church and 

State, Chap. VII, pp. 83, 84. . 
2. Walter Athearn, Character Building in a D mocracy, 

Chap. IV, pp. 104, 105. 



constantly religious lite its forward look, that furnishes 

permanent initiative for the good life; that provides 

assuranne of continuous right conduct and worthy decisions 
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in crises. This it is that motivates the whole program of 

conduct which has been associated with, or is implicit in, 

its central ideals. We want to train men and women who will 

be truly religious in every situation in which they are 

placed; in whom not alone individual eonseienoe is well 

developed, for democra~y is not a set of personal opinions, 

it is a way of social living."1 The Masterly level must 

be attained and this comes from within. Our social, politi-

cal and economic problems will be solved only when the Golden 

Rule is applied. This rule can only be applie4 where there 

is love. And love is of God. 

Those who are to be charged with the responsibility of 

this teaching to the rising generation should feel themselves 

to be, in a peculiar sense, dedicated, set apart, for a sacre 

and holy service. Into this service they should take the 

spirit of sacrificial devotion which marks those who have 

made life commitments to a great cause. To such, the cause 

of Christian Education is above their own personal ease, 

above wealth, above social prestige. Teachers of. Christian 

Education who are conscientious1y dedicated to the service 

of a great cause w111 prepare for their tasks through long 

periods of study and training; they will acquire the know

ledge and the teaching skill which will enable them to 
1. Harold s. Tuttle, Character Education by Church 

and State, Chap. VII, p. 82. · 
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perform their work with the highest degree of efficiency; 

they will engage in long and arduous efforts to add to the 

volume of their knowledge, to improve their method of work 

and to perfect the instruments with which they carry on their 
1 important service. 

The life of such a teacher will be a dynamic factor 

and will reflect the Spirit of the Ideal in such a way that 

the child coming in contact with such a character will 

intuitively feel a desi~e for the power that makes such a 

personality possible. 

The aim of each nation is to prepare its constituency 

tor citizenship of the highest type for only in proportion 

as one generation advances over the preceding one does that 

nation make progress. The highest type of citizenship 

demands mental, moral, physical and spiritual development. 

This was formerly the work of the home, church and school, 

but in the separation of the church and state, one or all 

have failed to function and the nineteenth century citizen 

differed from the citizen of the fifteenth and sixteenth 

in that the intellectual training had been made prominent. 

That the physical, moral and spiritual might be trained in 

proportion, has brought about our character education program 

in the public school and our religious education in our 

churches. Some of the methods used tor such program will 

be discussed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER III. 

EFFORT TO BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN SECULAR 
AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

In view of the fact that in the separation of the 

church and state the moral and religious elements of educa

tion were relegated to ~he background, there is now 

conscious effort to build a curriculum in which the formation 

of character will again be the predominant purpose, since, 

what a nation would become must be instilled in . the hearts 

and minds of her children. Those who have grown up during 

this reconstruction period have been led to believe that a 

man's life consists in the abundance of things he possesses, 

and, therefore, ~he things which matter most are material. 

The training that is sought then must of necessity deal with 

those having no fixed opinions and our effort must be to 

develop "inner control". Too long has our method been that 

of obeying rules and laws. 

Hence to acquaint one with a knowledge of right and 

wrong and of the right response to .given situations there 

has been established in our public schools a p~ogram of 

character eduoation. This training, it is believed, will 

ultimately produce good citizens and these, according to the 

White House Conference, are essential to the well-being of 

any nation. ·The quotation .is to the point, "Human progress 
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occurs only when the new generation surpasses the old--the 

rapidity of human progress may -be measured in terms of the 

extent of advance made by one generation over its predeces

sora."1 

Educators are therefore agreed that for the perpetuity 

of the nation there must be institutions where this new type 

of citizen can be trained. This cannot be safely left to 

the home due to the fact that frequently the inadequacy of 

the family income from the labor of the father only compels 
\. 

the wife to share the earning responsibility, thus keeping 

both parents away from home the greater part of the time. 

This situation i's further complicated in the social life 

wherein both parents ·are away due to membership in lodges, 

in clubs and in churches. When, in a complex society the 

task of education is delegated to a special designated group 

there passes from the home the sense .of responsibility for 

the development of citizenship in the rising generation. 

Thus the task of training this new type of citizen depende 

largely upon the school and the church. 

For years has been the consensus of o~inion that 

character and religion must be caught and not taught, but 

recently studies have been made which suggest that charaete~ 

may be produced through the directed development of traits. 

Germane and Germane are wr1ters of a course in Character 

Education and more recently one W.W. Charters has given a 

text known as The Teaching of Ideals. The former writers 
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1. White House Conference, The Education and Training 
9f the Child 1. Held in Washington Inte.rio-r Building, Washingto 
D.C. F.J:. Kelly, Ph.D., N.E.A. March 931 • . 



believe that "Just as the child learns his numbers more 

economically when he is in a high state of readiness and 

interest, so will he learn moral traits more ' ettectively. 

There are no separate laws for the learning of morals and 

numbers. In changing from bad habits to good habits, the 
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child must get as much satisfaction, or rather more satis

faction, out of being good as, hitherto, he got satisfaction 

out of being bad. This philosophy may often appear well-

nigh impossible of app~ication, but to ignore it is to 

ignore "reality", to play at, rather than to work at, 

character development. The direot method is fast passing 

and. the school currioulum is seeking to employ all subjects 

in the matter of character building. Special attention 

is given to the laws of learning, subject matter and assign-

ments. Some teachers are_ getting splendid ~esults trom 

the "case study" method especially where there are "problem 

children" •••• In the higher grades the Home Room Organ

ization tends to help· iri the development of b~tter citizens. 

The Home Room is the most simple and most ettective plan 

for student government or pupil participation. The 

.subject matter tor the Home Room discussions and activities 

ar, divided into two general types, (1) those providing 

social anicultural topics for discussion, and (2) pertin_ent 

lite situations of group which must be met suooeestully 

now to insure future success."1 

W. w. Charter's course sets forth the tact that "The 

1 Germane and Germane, Character Education, Chap. I, .15. • 



raw materials of character are the original tendencies ot 

human beings and the forces of their envir~nment."l From 

Thorndike's list of original tendencies (said by some 

psychologists to be the most complete and authoritative) 

Charters selects two characteristics which, says he, are 

significant for guidance in character education. The first 

is the 1mpr~ss1on of activity. The child 1$ endowed with 

these potential activities which are constantly pressing for 

expression in performance. These are his motors, and a11 · 
\ 

that the teacher and the parent have to do, or can do, is ·to 

give them proper direction. Note in the second place that 

these tendencies are not necessarily evil •••• Much 

depends upon the uses to which these tendencies are put."2 -

"The environment of ~he child makea contact with ~hese 
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tendencies in a variety of situations. Therefore, situationi 

are conditioned by environment. The situation is the 

growing point of personality, change or growth occur when a 

person makes his reactions to the situation in which he, at 

any moment,finds himselt."3 

In short the object of Charters' course in character 
, 

education is set forth in the summary of his first chapter 

as follows: "In developing the character of our pupils it is 

illuminating to look upon them as persons endowed with 

vigorous activities, who set up more or less -well defined 

ends of living, utilize traits to guide their reactions to 

1. Germane and Germane, Character Education, Chap.V.p. 
2. Charters, Teaching of Ideals, Chap. I. p.16 
3. Ibid, pp. 17, 18. 



daily situations in 11:fe, reduce some of these reactions 

to habits, endow the important · traits with deep feelings, 

and ooµtinually seek for an integrated point of view."l 

Charters then proceeds to give speeific methods for getting 

these results. 
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According to Wm. Chandler Bagley, the end of general 

education is character, hence, the same process for character 

education would be used~inteaching general education. 

Bagley's aims and proe~ss for education are as follows: 

"The bread-and-butter aim, has to do with simply making a 

livelihood ••• The knowledge aim, reflects a view of life 

that would minimize its material expression and emphasize 

the ideal. The cultural aim, is closely connected with the 

knowledge aim in that it proposes 'general culture' as the 

end of education. In the latter ease, however., knowledge 

is to be required (not for its own sake) but because tradi

tion has developed certain standards of culture which imply 

the acquisition of certain items of knowledge. The 

assimilation of certain conventional eXperiences. The 

fourth aim is the harmonious development of all the powers 

and faculties of man; but in spite of its comprehensiveness, 

the insuffieienoy of this aim is evident. v The word har-

monious, is the disturbing factor. It 'oo.mplete' or 

'maximal' development were desired the situation would be 

materially simplified. The development of moral character 

is the aim of education which stands upon a different basis 

l. Chartere, Teaching of Ideals, Chap. I • . P· 20 
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from that of the harmonious development of all the powers 

and faculties of man. · In the development of moral character 

we have a possible ultimate principle. If the capacities 

of th6 individual are to be developed in harmony with a· 

recognized standard of morality, then, we at least have 

something tangible upon which to build. Having these 

tandards definitely in mind, we c~n select the experiences 

that will most effectively accomplish our pur~ose.«1 

Herbart looks upon education and morality in a similar light. 
\. 

"The true and whole work . of education", he says, "may be 

summed up in the concept--morality." The most important 

characteristic of Herbart's conception of morality is the 

"good will". This he explains in the following words: 

"The goo~ will is the steady resolution of a man to consider 

himself a an individual under the law which is universally 

binding. If we think of the .power, and resistance as well, 

with which a human being maintains this good will erect in 

himself against those movements of the emotions e.nd desires 

working in opposition to it, then morality ••• becomes to 

us the virtue, power, action, and efficacy of the will so 

determined."2 

"Social efficiency is the standard by which the forces 

of education must select the experiences that are to be 

impressed upon the individual. Every subject of instruction, 

every form of reaction, every item of knowledge, every detail 

1. William Chandler Bagley, Educ_ative Process, Chap. 
III. pp. 56, 66. 

2. Bagley, quoting Herbart. 



of habit, must be measured by this yardstick. Not what 

pleasure will this bring to the individual, not in what 

manner will this contribute to his harmonious development, 

not what effect will this have upon his bread-winning 

capacity,---but always, will this subject, or this knowledg, 

or this reaction, or this habit so function in his after 

life that society will maximally profit. · Social efficiency 

has been proposed as the ultimate aim of .education."1 

"True education, always personal, will develop the 
\ 

social consciousness and promote genuine social culture. 

This is the standard by which it must select the experience 

that are to modify future adjustments. In modifying 

these adjustments experience functions in two ways (a) as 

habit, (b) as judgment. Drill, repetition and discipline 

a~e the important words in the pedagogy of habit; but the 

principle that is perhaps, most frequently neglected is 

· this, "processes" that are to be made habitual or automatic, 

must be focalized. The law of' habi_t building might be 

summed up in the following formula: focalization plus drill 

in attention. But experience functioning as habit must 

also function as judgment; for in habit the task is to make 

adjustments rigid, unchangeabl; in judgment it is essentia 

to insure the very reverse of this--to insure adaptibility 

to different situations."2 

According to the above process Bagley assures us that 

1. William c. Bagley, Educative Process. Chap. VII. 
p. 60. 

2. Ibid, Chap. VIII. p. 129 
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character can be taught. 

Concerning the teaching of religion Edward imes has 

this to say: "Religion is so much a matter of attitudes 

and working habits that it is susceptible to cultivation 

only by those vital and delicate processes in which know

ledge is operative with a living experience moving toward 

the fulfillment of interesting activities. Unless the 

will and the emotions are enlisted, the ideas, however 

correct and important, are pale and inert. All class-

room instruction involves· this risk, and no where more than 

in the field of morals and religion. It is an old saying 

that we learn by doing, and tor this reason education in 

the sciences goes on in the laboratories in concrete tasks. 

Knowledge is in a real sense a by-product, and when it is 

obtained it becomes a tool, an instrument in the system of 

activity through which it arose. When separated and 

abstracted from this concrete stream of interests it 

becomes dry and cold. Religious knowledge is no exception, 

the conceptions which have arisen through religious exper

iences refer back to that experience and have no content 

or meaning apart from it."1 

Whether character and religion can be taught or must 

be caught the schools and churches are endeavoring to teach 

both. 

seen. 

How successfully this is being done remains to be 

That the effort is on trial may be seen from the 

following: "In 1929 there were twenty-two states which 

1. Edward Scribner . -.Ames, Can Religion Be Taught? 
R.E.A. Jan. 1930 •. 
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1 required moral training in the public schools." The 

National Education Association through its publications and 

conventions have stimulated interest and research in this 

field and now many public schools have well established 

courses of character education. In addition to the courses 

outlined by the Board of Education in the cities, several 

states have undertaken to ofter systematic suggestions 

looking forward to the same end. 

Indiana and the State of Iowa. 

For example, Gary, 

In some schools this program consists of setting aside 

a portion of each day or week tor instruction whereby a 

specific trait may be stressed until it becomes a habit; 

while other schools inculcate character training as certain 

issues arise, in all subjects. The character education 

plan ot Iowa, of Boston, of Kansas, and ot Utah will be 

mentioned briefly. The "Iowa Plan" is the most widely 

known and many of the others are patterned after it. 

Therefore, a detailed ·outline of the Iowa Plan 1s given at 

this point. 

l. The "goal" of this plan is to produce individuals 

with powers proportionately developed, with mental discrimi

nation, aesthetic appreciation, and moral determination; 

one aware of his social relationships and happily active 

in the discharge of all obligations; one capable of leisure, 

loving nature, revering human beings, their aspirations and 

achievements; one observant ot tact, respectful to law and 

order devoted to truth and ustioe one who while lo 1 
• Socia ear Boo, 1929., p. 6. 



to the ·best traditions of his people, dreams and works 

toward better things, and one in whom is the allure of the 

ideal, and whose life will not be faithless thereto. · 

The training of such an individual is attempte 

through the organization and control of the school as 

tollows: 

1. 

2. 

The school as a democratic community. 

Student participation and punishment. 

To preserve the natural ;tastes, insights and purposes ot 

the child ·and to develop a conscious, purposeful self 

activity, attention is given to the tollowing three aspects 

of educational transformation. 

a. Noble deeds 

b. Socialized recitations 

o. Project method 

The following chart sets forth the projects given 

from the Kindergarten through grade 12 tor the development 

of the children in their relation to health, life in the 

group, civic relations, economic relations and vocation, 

family and parenthood, appreciation of beauty and mastery 

of tradition. 
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1og dinner !or 
newsboya 

Make model of a 
plantation home 

Hew ltl.DY people 
help 'br1.JI& the 
brea.d. to the 
ta.bl• 
Orga.nhed. barter 

Est11!1ate tb.e 
work of a pair 
of birds 111 one 
day'e fHdlfC of 
yougg 
Xue a Will\er 
hoH tor peta 

Bow to ,et a ta.'blo 

find oori.d1Uons 
of strenath and 
WHJUIIH 1n 
Jl&nts 

la.nt1111 tor tht 
future, •~ple 
Tree John• 
Leaf toru and 
colors ~a col-
ltct1on 

DIYiH a., ... to 
be played with 
oho1oe eaJ111&• 
ot l,looolJI. 
Colltot etor1•• 
about pro)ec t1111 
the color , 
Plan a.nd 1 1.-e a. 
X.... pro,r- for 
Ora.de I 

. 

GRADE FOOR OJWS nu GliDE 8IX 

Garden Clw, 
Plan a 1\IJ'rrlea 

~aapaig11 for ester- fora 6 II01q11U9 

p&rty for rade alna\10D Of f11H 'br11ad• 

' Co•1 ttH• plu a Blue a t1'&11 
lw•it-41114 cum to ____ w1 th-

out lnjurra tree• 
Report to Board of Proteotio of body 
lle&ltll llnod1~ Maka 1ee1HI Hf1'2a- -C&1.Ut dlUUI 
places of tl1H ere.tor for care of geraa (an Hh1'b1t 
~d aoequUos ailk or & 11•1) 

Clan 1e a pvtJ 
ot explorere e.g. LlY1:,. W1\b 1Ad11.U 

lae ne h'bon scout, or t!Cub• • 
De Soto'• Bu1ld1DC ,o .. th1D& 
Ort&AiH to ao- Sol•• the1r 

tproblea - a..-o1d tor Ora.de I la 
coapl1eh their a.ccord with their 
purpoee ud lo their a1etue 
11ve together rora &n4 IN11&.u epec1ncat1.ona 

tr n,e and lull - Jo\lJ'UIY Oeogra.ph7 
Clue lh4 •• a 
oolonJ - grwp SngUeb. colony and Chr11t..., 1n other 

,olut1on ot prob- liTI toeether land• 

leas 

•A lllH&gl to GIU'-

H&lte 'booklet of 
cia." 
lubitliton •, 

h11tory ot firet rora two ID41u. journey to the 
HUlere 111 ·7our loounc1le Ob1o 
CO&AlDltJ Unite 111to a teder- Co1U1truc t a ola.ea 
Origin of the flag at.ion for protectio1 flag 
Bow do tirnen When Llncoln '• 
1&Y1 t1ae bwloz eauc1 'the 

d&J 

lst&bl1eb. a school 
Pl&A an4 eua ba.nk 
mne7 !or d11U1e:r A 1taap collsc·uon Plan a picnic or 
for adopted fu11J cup dinner to 
1 d&J pr~rlJ 

let1aat1 pro!1te 
on ho•• cuden ooae within ,at 

d1Y14e4 or work 
¥!!~~t enemies of and pla.J 
trees, a oollact-
ion 

Colleot piotur" Constniot • aodel 
Obt8J'Y&t1ou OP 

of hoaee aD4 here<li tJ ln 1took 
ohildren 111 other 

11:Uohell and poultrr breed-

lao4e 
noirer1, 111nds, and 1111 

iat1mate aether'• 
bee•, wor killl to- Design a. hall 

work 1n hoaw 
gather 1n tertU- oleo.It 

Boolt of bird 
1aat101l 1 etu4J ot llaclonnu 

fu111ee 11141&n BoaH 

Ca.refullJ recor4e4 
O't>HmUt:• Of Make oollec\ ion• or tlla 14 11g of ehelle SAd etonH 1,1.-10& for a weelr. 
one bird'• neat Berba.riua •a tra.lnitig • 
F111d a. wluter Ch&llg e • wamer 

eo11eo, plot\ll'H 
acaoe - rearn.oge ot Greek BeroH 
10 &a to put 1D 8. 

eoen• 1Ato a •inter 111 10\llptu:ro 
road eo•n• 
Make a. aodd of a 
churob interior 

Draaat11• tncldenta Collect _at.or1H 
11111••• ot laeh- !roa Gru4 AraJ 1llll G1Ya u Uh1'b1t1on 
ington ud 1.111ooln Pllgr 1a pteeute or lparta.n ,ranaa-
Pioaur Ute project_. tlo tra.11l1J1i 
NU• .ao4el of Ind.1&11. woo4craft 
ca.bill ehow1111 the 

I first nankeg1 Ylll& 
lll ta.a• of l:IU~ 
~~ . ' 

GJWS anu 

.. 
•theaaUoa of tm 
1port111& page 
Coutruct a a1n-
1at\lJ'• stag• an4 
aot out a ,01111 
with ~r f11\1Ze& 
8culptu%e pro eot 

soout and C&apftre 
Oq-.n1H • Roun<l 
Table tor seek-
1cg •que1t1• 
.14opt1.lli a. fu11J 
for Cbrletmu or 
Th&nlts,1Yilll 

Eeta'bl11h a pott-
offio• 
Dre. up all oath 
ot alleg1anoe 
Drr.w plane a.nd 
111&.k• · relief map 
of Va.lUy Forge 

A school expend1-
tur• oa:rd to dater-
atne waste 1n 
1cbool materials 
Coapute wast• 1n 
your d11tr1ct trO<t1 
.weather1t11 ot 
ll&Ch;XrJ 
iaU 1 111 detail 
the coet ot some 
produo t - labor 's 
aha.re - capital •s 
1:b.&re 

Trao• tl!e ••olu-
t1oa. of hoaes, 
and aake models 
of enough txUIJ)lta 
to fora a ur1e:1 
IlraaatiH [1~ 
lrttnar etoriu 

Crea.te 'beauttflll. 
dealgne 
1 pageant of 
ln1glatboo4 
Colleot1on ot 
~turH ot 

~hte 

1.1Yilll p1cturse 
Of knlgllte, 
Ra.lei&h eto 
A book of J11di&11 
tra41t1ons of 
JOUf 1tate 
Journey ,eogTsph r 

haracter Education .Iethods, I owa P l an, 

'GRADE EIGHT GIWlE IIH G1UDE TD OR1DE EI.EVU :;RADE twtl. n 

lr1 te a eobool ( bhrta1Dment ot Bero,, ot eo1enoe 
ozeed Y181U.Dg te .. Pasteur, and othera lthletiCI 

Ooa,pue £thletlca trfha t lien 1,1 YI BJ • 
Bold a tournuent 
Tr&.1n111& tal)le 1 Ideal Ao tual Cabot. Worlt, plaJ 

lott, worellip 
aenue 

Manage aeaeur ~ 
&114 we1ghiDC of 
school cbUdJ'oa 
8tu4J phJS10&1 
esoellenc, of 
Greek• 

Soollt an4 cupt1re 
Plan ud carry ov.~ 

!nie;:~~e!
0
;h:~ll / 

wlll iDtereet and 
help tbe ol&aa 
Pu't>l leh a. sobool 
paper 

I 
fork wt th• story 1 

of th• bul.lden ot 
7ou.r collllllllDitJ or 
·oar J 

Coutruct & gonrn1 
aent Oil • cleeert 
18l&l111, 1118.ke lawe , 
build. • coneUtu-
tlon,crea.te court,, 
and eetat>l1ell. 
soc1a.l ouatoae aud 
r\lle• of concluct 

Plau anc1 oa:rrJ out 
a. •ooopera, lYe 
1tora • tor the 
school 
CouenaUoii of I trees 
Shop Yl8lta.tlon 
Ore:uu, a.n •a-
plo71r '• oounoll I and labor union 
alld settle 41sp&lt 1 

Conetrv.ot a eo~:: 
ot tax tor r•••me 

De11g11 from pla.stlq 
aaterlAle • home 
and. enY11'011111ent 
SerY1ce to hu-.iitt it 
troa plant breedirig 
Burbank 

A Gol4ell l>eeda look 
llipb.U18 UpoJL IH-
Y1011 1ft••nUoD eto 
W• a pla.11 tor a. 
par.It 

B11tory of Chr11ta.. 
ouatoae , 
Pa.:itoai .. of bero•• 1' 

of the CiY11 IV 
llodtle a.nc1 plcture1 
ot fra1r 1e, echooL- ' 
era, et ace ooachee 
no • RNio h 111a a.n4 1 
hoaeateadiq / ... ---

ple.D use of 
tor a tlae Atbl1t101 
~, ill day Co11111U tee repart 
0o-1u .. report 01 
18elf 0U1'UH oD ,ome mart ,rs 

Through tu Vaoa. and heron or 

tloa. • Or1gp aoieno• 

Rewrite sevar&l of 
Scout and Cl.llpfire Aesop's tables to 
let out the 
courte11.e1 or & 

tit present soc1&l 

Roman and a. Hebrew 
condtUons 
roru of sa.lutat lon 

home in all countries 

Dr&111&tae •Th• ll&n 
l1thout a Cou!U'ty • Select a delegat" 

or oftioer 'b7 tho )late a 't>1't>l1ography 

election methods and ca.rd cau,lo~u• 
of tile C1Y1C9 of 1789 

ho l'o t a pla.n of l1bra.r7 
stu ent gourniae11t D:raaatlze a ,0111 00 

of L1ncoln':1 o&b-
i11ot 

credit INY1~ - OOlf 
Ibo IILIJtee 0\11' aucll. 1at•rest. doee 
curroncyT the debtor pay 
How aa.ny aUee of Get a aerohant to 
~ApUe 1'111 OH llclp c;laee e1t1mate 
d.rla4D8Ugll.t build •oyerhead• lu a 
Incl1Y1du&l 1llT8D-- 1tore. Sp80 if 1c 
t1on (a) cup 1tudUa en •aluo 
u tene1l (b) auto of sy1te11 1D bl.ls-
or &gr ioul tura.l lnUS. The T&luc 
a.ppl1anoe or truth in adwer-

thine, The money 
va.lue of court,~)' 

Controlled exper- •Iaprover.ent or 
1aent 111. croee th" lh.lman Plant " 
!ert1lUat1on Burbanlr. 
Coamittee report •carrying on " the 
Oil •Tbe Wean1Dj! p:r11ent race pro'b -
ot InfN1.cy• fUke lea 

I 
11ck out a.n4 4r•• Or lg in a..od 111e&.01 Q& 
t.hre " beet t!z'°'• of ton• of oiYll -
ct a:roh1 teo • 1a 1 tr 
tb.o nelgb borhood 
l)o,y 181, t l.D&nO e 

Oo~are mua1c, 
poetry and ar ch 1-

e.ncl oa.rr1 wt a. tect\11'1 
ple.n tor tile yearlJ A stUl:17 of 'The 
purcb.aee of a work A.rt of Truth 
or a.r t Spee.Ung 1 

How t o treat aa 
ene aJ - o ollect B1ogra.ph1es of 
U A4ples Crea t. Amer 1oa.ns 

"Belt Rellance • 
anon, Carlyle 

• d othere 
overcomlag o't>eta.-
~1es - a group 
of 11.&mplH 
Fooeevel t etc. 

llra.mattse "The 
1'!eUiDG Pot• 
J ior-Senior 
t> qquet •a mod8l 
o t eoc 1al for~ 

1 The Cul ti-
" Uc1 Man• El1ot 
Cl a.s• study 
rr1,ndehip, Fner-
100, Tennyson 
s.nd ctbers 

The YOW of 01uun-
1hlp 
Ca t.alo~u11 the 
0 anhation1 la 
your nelgh'bor-
bco4. "Am•r-
1011.Dh t 1on• 
Rlluall s.nd adw 
•The Soul of 
Do,aoora.o,. • Gr i~gs 
IH et1ogtl1Sh be-
t ween a. deaoor11ey 
And a republic 

1111 t and :,tull)' 
D&nk 
Vooat.).onal self 
mt&•ureaent -

11 a ,tande.rd 
soale 
f oreing •ocat 10n 
: lub1. Seo Dtl•1s 

-·-. tation " de 
'fr ill 
•Tbe Blood ot 
tlle latlon" Jordan 

Couittu report 
on raoe 111pro•e-
meat . 11 ot tbe 
h ent 11th Century '' 
Jordan 

Tbe •o.er,oul • 
ereoa. - oolleot 

111.mil&.r sent1-
.:i1nte, •z1ta 
a. COllp&IUon piece 
t.o a winter poea 
Collect pleoee 
ot Ill.lie a nd 

1ntlng With 
~htir.o of '0.er-
1ou1• Make a 
Ill el or <1ee1g n 
~b,erT1Q& laws ot 
• tructure 

•rne souJ. or 
erloe." Stanton 
1t 

Use or x.euur, 
Scot\ and o tber 
clase1ce oa saae 
thel'lt 

hlperaonato olaaeee 
1n Am r 10&.J1 11fe 
l'lben dut1ee ola.eh 
IWh&tt Loyalty to 
Loyalty " Royce 

Draft a. conetH•tiOJII 
tor tho faallJ o! 
j1:•t1o ne 
•.uaer 1c &11 Ic1oale ,..,. 

~o c e lttalced " 
~&bot 

self lleairureunt 
See Byde 
l 41eple.y of 
vooa.t. lons - 941., 
liuena terberg 
V111 i t.1 Dg YOO&t10"5 
aad 01aeaHyiDi 
them 
P&rt 1.a.1 apvrent i c e-
sblp ill vooe.t 10n 
u "a.rt ot echool 
•ork 

>uute uur&l fa.m 11J 
bu4&ets · 
Colleot descr1pt1ol\$ 
!Of hoN l ife of 
~,reat llae:r l e ane 

Genetlo :s'' We.lt• r 

"Throu.,; ll liatu:re to 
God " r1s1te 
De• 1se p l a n f or t be 
a.rt lJlll>:ro•erent ot 
you.r 1ohooltou ee 

Drr.111at ue •Tbe 
Chrut-s Cuol 

ProJeote rela ted t o tbr •r 41t1on conta ined 1n 
• a rtoue s~b " to 

I I , 



With these projects the -child is expected to mark 

e. self-mea.surement chart. In doing this, the child 

compares himself with his fellows and by it he is enabled 

to find his strong and weak point. 

This ohart is divided into thirty sections known 

as qualities, each of which is essential to character 

formation. Each quality is divided into four gradations 

ranging from fair, good, very good and excellent; also 
\ 

the opposite, lacking, poor, very poor and worse possible. 

The following is a copy of the self-measurement chart 

as used in the character education program of the Iowa 

plan. 
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SELF-1fEASUREt1ENT SCALE 
-4 -3 -2 -I I 2 

s;c1i1r aibna .:u Complain,~ Ofte!I 1nl'1pac:i- Somt •li.irht P&irt, tree from OOOt1 o.-ed 'flV~ 
tbe ttmt moat cA t~ time tatfod by illnNS phyuc:aJ WW· GaMSt.u b,-,d,h en oraan- l•ttle or no 

( ) ( ) ( ) De.a 8&41.1'11 ic •uktleta t h O u g b t to 
( ) ( ) health 

( 

J 
~ti rmg. r ,buat, 
never sick 

( ) 

• Jov in abrund-
1ng health 

( ) 

Heli,IPU!v 1nef. S1uglli1h lao- Little.. anin· 
ttreffli4, half. 
beaned 

~. al"nl boa work in Intereeted •· Altrt enthull• Exuberant OVf'I' • 
throuch du!)' hn1CAL maner ol • lact wakt to oppor- &.•t,c Go trtn11 . ••tahtJ fiaent. unpu- 11ud aleec,7 

ain ( ) tub Vn.r.1.IT\' wa, tun1t111 ( ) " l'uJ of Pf'll . . 
( ( , ( ) ( ) { ) 

Li'ltleta. or af. Pa,rlr nAtural Pl~aaina in Grae.-ful and At t)f'rftct .-;.-; Slov~ly . un- Slouch:,, ean-
couth atterl, a-

Un,ia,nlJ cum
benome fectN1. UDnatur- ia bodab actaona ~anna and ea1y 1.nd qMet-ful un-

inchfferent ( al Boon.T ( ) wteful ,n man- ( ) d•r all .:ucum-
C > C.r.ui.r.aa nen tt•nOH 

-----~-----------__,,.---_,.,.-------------~< ) ( A tttrular blun- Unat~dy . irtte• A•li•ard . oftffl Ou~uionallJ, Hu normal use Haa ~tf'ady and Alilf' to control SpeC'ta;ly a,IW in 
df:l'ff ular. cannot de- 1nakee blundrn clum~, and MU9CULAJI 0, mu~ea r<eRnlar bodily and din-ct a<> muscular act,v• 

( ) pend oa ( ) bumuin11 Cotn110L ( ) m o,·ements curately 1t11 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( 

~~~,· 
( 

reaenta ~huns wor\ and Given to loaf• lo, Ii n ~ d to b.,ally hu-,, at J'a,thful f;; do- Wf'leom~ op-
cnmplaina wt>en •Ill wutc tame eomr taali I.DII work p o r tun1t, to 
uked to do an:,- ( ) ( ) Woaa: ( ) ( ) work rea<>l.l~ 
tb1na ful io tindmlJ 

( ) tasks ( ) 
Relpl-inJ>f'8. "1- bead ''in hud to- waJ ImpracticaJ M~ d ifflc:ul· trnravela difti- Hu _re_m_ f'.c..,d~y- f_or.:.. 
l!DC"e of cW!ic:w- a 01'1Ch, eaaJ:, around ddlinal- ( ) be• h&1f •a7 c:ult,ee with e..e every trouble 
tiee confuted ll• P ACTLITT ( ) ( ) ( ) 

A slan to ap,, 
petite, atuttoo
oa, 

Un cont rolled, 
NDSIIOUS 

( 

( 
Oftefl eat.a and 
dnnb immod
eratdJ 

( 

( ) 
Bud to control Crawinc 
destft tow liie for 

( ) ( 
·~ Ablr to ea,b ap- Ru a natunl 

petite for that and healthy d• 
Pooo AKD which ii harm· we lor 

DatKJC fuJ ( 

Perrerted - of MUldirected d• Undue atreacth Able to with- Able to control 
( ) wes acu, and ol M.t.TJMG 111- atand andae im- ( ) 

thoqhta, etc. ( ) ffll'CTI .um Ds- paJara ol 
( ) m.a ( ) 

Ch~ that 
wmch ii Dl.ltri
tioue and bene
ficaal 

( ' Healt1!)' minded 
attitude toward 

( ) 

A ccom pli1he1 
m.-.t ~,hie, 
,,,,tree moat of 
~1,1ortuniti1:1 

( I 
Alway, masttt of 
the a1tuat1on 

( ) 

En,oved and uaed 
properly 

( ) 

Able to direct 
toward, "ideal 
love," home mali
ina, children, etc. 

( ) 

Pesalmiltic. aJ. Grouch:,. bud Hu "the blu•" GI o om , . in• 
"•v• - and to pleale oftell chned to -

Icclined to look Cheerful, alad Good natured. Optimiatic, never 
on bnaht ade to be ali•e eu7 to lf't •· w,Uina to give 

m alr7'1fiee diffi- ( ) ( ) wont th1np 
Clllt1es ( ) 

' 
D1.-n-toN ( ) ( ) Inna orth .)Oft . up 

trcla tempeT 
( ) 

En,ib 1at;1fieod. 
an:,ttuna w,U do 

( , Slipcli•d and lnclinf'd tr, "'let 
careletS of how --~ t'Doua}, a-
WM'li II done tone · 

lnd,ff,.ttnt u to 
~ualat> of work 
done 

Usuan, camul Meth· d,au and 
in perfnnnan~ uroerly 1D wvrli 

TaoaoUGmqa of wr:,rli ,. ( ) 

Takes ,pec-ial 
pndt III dou~ 
good •'"'fl! 

N,.ve, contf'llt 
uotu wc:.rk 1a cor
cN:t 

( ) ( ( ) ( ( ) ( ) 

'Uuddt"h"•d." 
•hdly cl i I'll• 
dent OIi th JtJa}it 
of others 

Worb r.tbout Slnw to malie 
definite plan or aae of lmowl-. 
end m view edae aa.imd 

Slow to-.. catch 
aa" 

Paith• -1u1ck m 
MatnAL ACTTY· •(•t\ and uader
lTY AP ... llRllN- lt.alld&DC 

Quack to .. _ 
the pnmt ' and 
make moat of it 

Ahle tc tt:ink 
th",uah aubject 
UJdependenY)' 

"'" rear lnaiaht, 
creative 

( 
( ) ( ) "°"· Act.llll&N ( ( ) ( ) 

( ) 

Biued. "&rl)ed, 
impnicttcal. ct. 
'4)rted 

( ) 

PMl!rlf ul . unre
liable. mind • 
"leak, aieve" 

( ) 
U11ahk to~n,;g. 
lnate M invent 

:ni~~:.t-; even 
( ) 

••P11headed .!' 
ubatrar;r, ''im
Pff10UI' • l(u, 
tenltlC 

( 

trnrehable in Inc 1 in• d to Often mab er
cbo;oe and eati- "jump at coo- ron in 
ma tee c1aaiom" ( 

< , < ) 
Hard to retain Pactt ali~ from Inclined to be 
even ~tlal mind euilJ foraetful 
lac~ ( ) ( ) 

( 

JUDGldlff 

Ma;a,oaT 

bu1l ne•er lnf'ft"'Ctive. ne•· Hard to .. _ 
malie5 pla1111 to er u<ed to an)' anyth1n1" not 
u ... talente and advantaae stated in plain- bucDfATIOJI 
p()Nl'Nlom ( ) eat terma 

( ) ( 

!.::.:r~!!i· w~ :i~ °'l: J:.:: ~== 
cm.pee en ( > 

( 
TO!DOK'S 

Ul'lialh -able -to Able- to aalie Steady and .... '. :!"Unite. depend, 
.. tb~ in 6ttint and ap... hable at>l,e, eound 
risht rdatiam p r o p r i a t • ( ) ( ) 

( ) choicel 
( ) 

Ab~ to keei, in M"m~ fair- P i.ae• -.itial Able to recall fa.eta 
mind reuona- ly well facta euily and eventa in• 
bl:, well ( ) ( ) definitely 

( ) ( 
Ea.!y to fflpi,ly - Active anlf u
detul !rom fada ful . lonnu1atea 
at hand projec.u 

( ) ( 

Pr--dt1<"tivr ?I 
ad,al, and plane 
iD lite 

( 

POf'ti.. , anven• ive, 
ona,nal. creative 

( ) 

Not imlAfflt r.n ts-e:. wayw and 
C"an - and ap,, WaJlin(F t " adopt -~n minded, 
pr•t'iate ao•,d v1r•1 ol otben 1la'1 to talr · best 

( ) 
pomta iD othen If bettet view lrom anJ 

( ) ( ) eoume 
( 

Ao e,oitit. 110 (nt'lined to be ConCPited. over- Hu "too ~ Rl'lllisea nwn RreoaniUII poe- C'onaidffl' wU 
one et.e quite ao a-,,t1ve, no eatimatea own an opmioa of Sa.,. po• er, •ad a I b I I It I e • of u ettatf'd for 

Reali1m bi.aheet 
1elf. better aelf 
predOIIUD&llt tood room for mi- l!('•·n• and in- adf Ennl.r.nOlf ahortcomin,ra p-nwth and d• hi(Jhest and bat 

( ) provemen& llueoce ( ) ( ) velopment tlunp 
() () () (' ( ' 

.A -taJ ' 'chut. 
ID", ..- · it 
blindly 

Raa a amaU cit-, 1'uea nam:,w CamlOt - ,.. Able to aee COD· Can aee ~uee Able to tb1nk Able to take 1 
cumacnbed bar- 'l'WW ?( hfe and lat10Dlbipa ... 8aSADT8, V1- D e c t i o o iD and elfect 1a tbmp out ID world wtde YleW 

( 
iaoa ol eventa ly SION, GUSP t b i n a • a D d eventa and in wide relat1oa.a 0, thanp 

( ) ( ) ( ) eventa IICleDOP ( ) ( 

Cnwardl)' wiD WiD comp~ Will "lfi"' ap" Inclined to mac
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2. Among the character educational programs in the 

country :f'rom the point o:f' view o:f' the detail and suggestive

ness to teachers, the school system o:f' Boston, Massachusetts 

provides a splendid example. he basic material is issued 

in the :f'orm of a bulletin. This bulletin presents a view 

o:f' the ideal citizen based upon what is known as Hutchin's 
\ 

Code. This Code is so called because it was written by 

William j~ Hutchins, President of Berea College. It was 

the winning code in a contest known as the"National $5000 

Morality Codes Competition" held from Washington's birthday 

1916 to February 22, 1917. Hu~chin's code is composed o:f' 

eleven laws, as follows: The Laws of Control, Good Health, 

Kindness, Self-reliance, Duty, Reliability, Truth, Good 

Workmanship, Teamwork, and Loyalty. The plan :f'or the 

schools of Boston makes some slight changes in using this 

code. 

The Course o:f' Citizenship through character develop

ment in the Boston schools begins with an analytical view 

of an ide~l citizen and deals with characteristics result

ing from the development of the fundamental virtues, 

adjustment of life work to native endowment and developed 

oapaci ty for the right use o·:r leisure. Its aims and 

purposes are set forth in the following: "It has been 

shown in the preceding pages that the good citizen is the 

one who, because of the nobility of his character and the 

resulting usefulness of his life, is a constructive force 

in his community. If, then, we would train the children in 
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our public schools to be good citizens, our eonso1ous and 

constant aim should be to develop qualities of noble 

character. This aim must be kept constantly in mind in 

every lesson of each subject of the curriculum, in every 

activity of classroom, and in every situation during the 

entire day while the teacher is the guiding force. 

"To accomplish thfs aim, this . outline purposes 

definite teaching to the end that the children will strive 

to practice certain fundamental virtues of which they are 

made eonseious. 

"The following virtues are fundamental and therefore 

of' vital important: 

l. Self-preservation through the reasonable obser

vation of the laws of health. 

2. Self-control. 

3. Self-reliance. 

4. Truthfulness and reliability. 

5. justice as shown in clean fair play. 

6,.. Fai thf'ulness to duty. 

?. Conscientiousness in the doing of one's work to 

the best of one's ability. 

e. Willingness to cooperate in working harmoniously 

and well with others. 

9. Kindness toward all. 

10. Obedience to duly constituted authority. 

11. Loyalty to home, to school, to country, to faith." 

l. Course in Citizenship through Character Develop
ment, Boston Public Schools. Document No. 10, Sec. 1, p.l?. 
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Only an outline of the definite plan of study can be 

given here. This outline include.a work from grades I to 

VIII. 

Directions and suggestions for effective use of this 

plan. It is suggested as a working basis: 

That each phase of selfishness be dwelt upon in turn 

throughout the school year. 

That two weeks be spent upon each virtue in conjunction 

with the Code of Morals. 

That when the first consideration of each virtue is 

reviewed and enlarged upon as a result of more study and 

greater experience, another week of work be devoted to it. 

In every case, the study of these qualities of noble 

character should include 

Daily discussion directed by the teacher. 

,Abundant opportunity for the pupil · to praotioe each 

virtue under the discerning eye of the teacher. 

The stressing of related matter met in the study of 

the various school subjects. 

(Incidents, events or personal characteristics may be 
stressed and thus associated with the virtue which is at 
the time under consideration. It is obvious that definite 
planning in advance, by the teacher, is necessary in order 
that certain events or personalities may be studied at 
appropriate times.) 

To help the pupils gain a hearty appreciation and 

admiration for these high qualities of character, and to 

lead them to strive earnestly to cultivate such qualities 

in their lives, the teacher must constantly bear in mind 

that the following directions are good rules of procedure. 
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l. Avoid sermonizing and moralizing. Use stories 

that are interesting and vital. Be sure that the desired 

point is clearly made in the story, and then do · not lessen 

its interest .and detract from it by labored explanations. 

2. Encourage the children to discuss the subject and 

to furnish illustrations. from their own experience and 

reading. Direct such discussions into helpful and oon-

structive channels. 

3. When controversial subjects are discussed, presen 

both sides without personal bias. 

4. Make the children feel that these qualities of 

character are the results of right living, and that to 

attain them means a continuous struggle. Help the children 

to understand that mere talking about these virtues will 

never bring about the possession of them. 

gained only through practice. 

They can be 

5. Encourage and show appreciation of every effort 

of the children themselves to illustrate the subjeet--by 

stories, posters, dramatization, sorap-books, or in any 

other way. Remember that though the child's work is 

crude, nevertheless, it is the most valuable element in 

his development. 

6.. Cause the pupil to be moved w1. th deep admiration 

for noble acts by choosing stories well and by describing 

characters vividly and effectively.nl 

Seven general methods are also proposed and given 

here: 
i. School Document No. Io, Boston, Mass. pp. 20 21. 
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1. Class room organization 
Illustrations, suggestive of possibilities 

a. Student councils 
b. Student committees 
e. Uncle Sam's Boys and Girls 
d. Girl and . Boy Scouts 
e. C.lub groups 
f. Honor groups 

(The use of badges and of other visible 
signs which indicate marked success, 
danger, or failure, are of high value.) 

2. Appeal and discussion 
· Appeal through story, personal experience, and 

current happenings. Disoussion involving 
plans proposed by class, personal graphs, 
records of success, etc. 

3. Activities tending to build permanent habits 
(For illustration see detailed outline in 
Grade VI.} 

4. Character forming influences found in the events 
and personalities met in the day's work. 

5. Application of Children's Code of Morals to 
class instruction and activities. 

6. Study of the character of individual pupils by 
the teacher. 

7. Skilful management of difficult cases. 
a. The teacher should formulate a plan 

which she thinks will work. 

b. The teache~ may refer a special problem 
to an advisory council.l 

As in the Iowa Plan, this course is in no sense a 

burden to be superimposed upon an already heavy course ot 

study. It leaves the school activities intact. It means 

only to enrich them by giving such temper and content as 
2 will bend them in the direction of character training. 

3. The Kansas Cours of Study provides for character 

1. Course in Citizenship, School Document No. 10,p.2. 
.___ __ _ 2. Ibid, p. 24 • 
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·training by means of a study of ethics, realizing that the 

failure to regard properly "the other fellow" is responsibl 9 

for much of the trouble and unrest now disturbing the world 

Thus ethic·s are taught in the following way: 

September - Gentle manners 
October Good morals . 
November Duties to God and man 
December Obedience 
Jan~ary Sympathy 
February Patriotism 
March Honesty and industry 
April Health and self-control 
May - Meeting life's duties 

Suggestions are given for the teaching of these. 1 

Citizenship talks are given by the teachers outlined 

as follows: 

Object: To develop an appreciation of' what it neans 
to be an American, thereby creating a desire to meet 
intelligently the opportunities and to discharge faithfully 
the duties of' citizenship. 

I. Home Duties. 
To parents, brothers and sisters 
Consideration for others 
Care of personal things, clothing, books, etc. 
Care of home property 
Buildings, garden, animals, etc. 

II. Personal appearance 
Neatness of· dress, care of rooms 
Clothing repaired, clean, shoes clean 
Face and hands elean,hair neat, teeth clean 

III. Manners 
Kindness to parents, brothers, sisters and 
others 
Consideration of the rights of others 
Cheerfulness 
Courtesy to all persons 
Clean and civil speech 

IV. Obedience 
Respect for parents' authority 
Respect for law and order 

l. Kansas Course of Study, 1927, pp. 50, 64. 



Willingness to respond to directions 
Willingness to cooperate for the good of al 

V. Dependable 
Truthful 
Honest 
Self-respect 
Interest in work--willing to work 
Effort to do best work 

VI. Public Property (Teacher should read 
"Malicious Destruction of Property") 
Penalty for violation of law 

VII. Patriotism 
Respect for our flag, national songs 
Respect for the Bible, prayer, Church, 

Sunday School 
Respect for old persons, historical persons, 

the living and the dead 
Respect for our laws--our Government 
Willingn~ss to render public aervice-- our 

duty. 

VIII. Thrift--Thr1ft is a careful management of 
one's affairs 
Te~ch thrift in Care of Teeth 

Use of our Time 
Use of clothing 
Use of personal property 
Use of money 
Use of food 
Use of public property 

Value of wo~k, play, recreation 
Ability to earn 
Planning of expenses 
Saving money 
Wisdom in spending 
Careful investment, etc. 1 Keeping personal accounts. 

4. The character education supplement to the Utah 

State Course of Study deserves special mention. It has 

been written in response to the need of more effective moral 

training of the boys and girls of the stat • The "goal" 

is the realization of two great ideals--social progress and 

1. Kansas Course of Study, 1927, pp. 17,18 
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development of personalities. While it does not involve 

the school in religious sectarianism, the course has been 

formulated with the thought in mind that love of God is 

attested through love of fellow men, and love or fellowmen 

is attested through service. We also quote another thought 

as follows: As conceived by all enlightened peoples, love 

of God and- fellow man includes belief in moral standards, 

in intrinsic value of the moral life and of personalities 

compared with which all other values are but relative. 

No chart is given as to the detailed program only 

the general objectives will be mentioned. 

"Social progress and development of personalities 

including response to ideals will be further elaborated 

as follows: 

I. To cultivate from the beginning habits and 

attitudes that contribute to the development of personality 

and to social progress, these habits and attitudes include 

the following 

1. The willing acceptance of personal and social 

responsibilities. 

2. The practice of self-direction in recognizing 

and in taking advantage of opportunities for positive 

attainment; and of self-restraint in control of appetites, 

passbns, tongue and temper, and greed for wealth and power. 

3 • . Habitual acts of justice, fair play, honesty, 

truthfulness and honor, ennobled by moral thoughtfulness 

and made effective through the exercise of moral imaginatiot 



the ability- to forsee vividly the possible consequences 

of both good and evil conduct. 

4. The habit or acting courageously 1n defense of 

right. 

5. The practice of acts of love, good will and 

service. 

6. Habitual attitudes of appreciation and gratitude 

toward all benefactors; also habits of courtesy and con-
. . 

sidere.tion for the comforts and happiness of a11. · 

7. A disposition to recognize the merits of others 

and to tolerate opposing beliefs. 

a. A fair estimaie of one's own capabilities and 

short-comings joined with a determination to achieve the 

best . in one's personality. 
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9. Loyalty in thought, word and deed to the ethical 

and moral standards of the family, the school, the church, 

the state, and of all relative civil and social institutions. 

10. The attitude of faith in every good cause and a 

reverence for all that is good. 

11. To develop at the appropriate time underst,nding 

and appreciation, 

a. 6f the meaning of social progress, including 

both the spiritual and the material heritage of each genera

tion; the dependence of civilized man upon his contemporaries 

and upon his predecessors; also his responsibility to human

ity as a whole, especially to the generations yet to come-

the concept of the solidarity of the human race. 



b. Of nature and a significance of human 

welfare as the ultimate measure of values. 

c. Of the means by which personalities are 

developed in harmony with the development of other person

alities and in furtherance of social progress. 

d. Of group or community responsibilities; 

including the social functions of the family, church, state 

and every other institution that may contribute toward 

human welfare. 

An article is given on the type of schools favorable 

to character education and objectives and methods are given 
'-

for groups of_ grades, i.e. one, two, three, four, five and 

six, etc. 

This program, as is the case in the "Iowa Plan'~ is 

a part of ·the regular curriculum and is included in each 
1 

subject taught. 

Character education also derives benefits from many 

sciences. The first important contribution of science to 

character .building is a set of techniques or tools of 

investigation that are adapted to its peculiar problems. 

Physiology and allied sciences have contributed certain 

laboratory material for the investigation of the · dynamic 

factors of character such as emotions, instincts and drives. 

Psychology, sociology, and psychiatry have contr1but_ed to 
2 case study or to the case history method. Aooording to 

1. Character ucation Supplement to the Utah State 
Course of Study, Intro uction. 

2. Mark A. May' , What Science Offers ou Character 
Education, The Chicago Association for Child study and Paren 

uca on, 
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Adolph Meyers ttPsychiatry is another of the sciences which 

claims a part in the formation of character. We know 

character is a matter of growth (of nature and physique) 

and of experience; and this is the mutual understanding on 

which we join hands with the educator on the policies of 

guidance. Here we find the main routes; the interest of 

the minister is largely attention to guidance from above, 

ours is largely guidance from the roots, but by no means 

exclusively so. The psychiatrist knows that human nature 

includes all of that which belongs to reality and actuality 

of human functions and settings·, from the roots to the 

fruitions and trom one atage to the other. When we speak 

of character we look for dependability--that_ is or.derli

nes·s--and for discipline, which is the capac1 ty to use 

guidance--and for a certain secu~ity and maturity. We aim 

at whatever favors getting the best start, the best 

guidance and finally the best opportunities for the char

acter to endure when we have gotten it."1 

Professor F. c. Summers maintains that the aesthetic 

approach is necessary in character building and reaffirms 

hi_s point in the following, "Character education is based 

upon three essentials, the morally good reduces itself to 

the socially beautiful; ·~-·~ · character training in the 

light of this aesthetic principle has atbree-told function 

to fulfill (1.) the bringing about of an appreciation tor 

the beautiful in the social relationship within the growing 

1. Adolph Meyers, What Can the Psychiatrist Contribu 
te to Character Education, R.E.A. May, 1930. 
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child, (2) the stimulation of its activities in the 

direction of the beautiful in such relationships, (3) that 

the aesthetic character training has for its first step 

the conditioning of a love and activity toward the beautiful 

and non-soc~al spheres. The theory behind the aesthetic 

approach in character building 1s quite old. Historically, 

it appeared first among the ancient Greeks in their cult of 

the beautiful. Goodness was here first interpreted in 

terms of beauty. Nothing was so unthinkable for these 

beauty-loving people as a beautiful soul in an ugly body, 

and the reverse. The outward parts of a man, including 

his behayior, were the very expressions of his soul, and 

accordingly, if the body or acts of man were ugly so was 

his soul. In this aesthetic approach of character train-

ing the child is to be trained not only to appreciate the 

socially beautiful, but to ex cute it. He must not only 

like a neat appearance, but must actually bring about a 

neat appearance. He must not only dislike social friction 

but must work toward bringing about social orderliness. 

This conditioning of the child to love the beautiful and 

to striv thereto must be carried on until the child is 

conditioned to love the beautiful in his own behavior as 

well as in the behavior of others. It is mainly the 

conditioning of the child to love the beautiful in his own 

actions that the child comes to behave rightly and beauti

fully, whether in a non-social or a social situation."l 

1. F.C.Summers, The Aesthetic Approach to Character 
Education, R.E.A. Feb. 1931. 
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Can the program of character education be carried 

out by the public school alone, or does it need the church? 

This question has been asked by Henry H. Denison in his 

article, Does Character Education Require the Church? An 

answer to this question has been given by Professor Charles 

E. Rich who says, "The school has a remarkable function. 

If it takes the method of ~pproaching life's problems by 

means of knowledge and intellect, it has fulfilled its 

tunctio~and if' the family and the church •• develop that 

spirit of worship and that attitude toward the Heavenly 

Father that makes it possible to talk doctrine and then to 

talk discipline, you have the situation for Religious 

Education; and this has no place in the public school." 

It has been mentioned that the Iowa Plan for char

acter education is one of the best in the country, and yet, 

in answer to Henry Denison's inquiry we have the following, 

"Respect for facts as .taught in the schools is deepened 

by the church in the teaching of reverence for values. 

The democracy sought in the schools is reinforced by the 

church in the fellowship of its worship, in its appeal to 

sacrificial living, and in the enthusiasm engendered in 

common in behalf of' inspiring ideals. The social values 

of the school are supplemen'b:d by the activities of the 

Young People's Organizations in the church, where the 

emphasis is mor explicitly moral than relig1ous."l 

Denison further 'What of the future?" What must 
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be the relation or the . church to the school as the characte 

educational program of the latter developes and becomes 

more efficient.~2 Dr. Coe holds that the church must remain 

as the promoter of radical goodness over against conven

tional goodness. ,;, 

D. w. Staffield, in a Town Discussion on Religion 

and Morals·, has this to say: "As a churchman watching the 

movement of Religious Education within the Protestant 

Church of America, frankly I believe that American Protes

tant Church is beginning to show the public school the way 

of character education. Public school education is doing 
' \ 

character education only in spots. There are a few bri·ght 

shining examples here and there. It is true that the 

chureh is doing religious education of a high grade, only 

in spots, but I have a great deE3.l of eon.fidenoe in the 

church leadership of .Ameriea. 0 1 

These writers with many others agree that for aeom

plete rounded education the church is a necessity in the 

development of the spiritual nature of man. Thus has the 

ohuroh organized a program of religious education, as a 

supplement to the character education program of the public 

school. This effort has gone through four stages. (a) 

The first. was a return to the· reading of the Bible in the 

schooJs·without comment. (b) Hymns, prayers and rituals 

were allowed. (o) The public school gives credit for 

Bible work done in the churches. {d) The pupils are 

1. D.W.Staf:teld, Town Forum, Religion and Conduct, 
p. 280. 

• Henry H. Denison, f>oes Cha!'ac te1 :Edaca tion neqail'e 
the Church? R.E.A. Nov. 1931. 
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dismissed from the public schools one hour each week to 

attend a Week-Day-Religious School held at some church near 

the school building. Within the churches the Sunday School 

is another organization where religious education is fosterei 

and some churches have further supplemented the work with 

a Vacation Bible .School. This school is held in the church 

building for four or five weeks beginning the Monday after 

the close of the public school. Each church has its own 

curriculum, as the matter of the Week-Day-School and the 

courses are . constantly being revised. 

Without a doubt two of the best courses for this 

purpose are "The Building of Christian Character"tor the 

fourth grade and "The Kingdom of Love" for the sixth grade. 

Both were written by Miss Blanche Carrier, B.R.E., super

vieor of Week-Day-Schools of Dayton·, Ohio. Material for 

these publications, according to Miss Carrier, was collected 

as follows: "A_ ~equest was sent to a large number of public 

. school teachers of the fourth grade and to a few Sunday 

School teach_e'rs, including our own. Each one was asked to 

make a list of six or eight of the most common character 

problems of the individual fourth and sixth grade children 

and the same number of group problems which they had found 

in particular cases. 

the groups met again. 

they evolved two lists. 

When the responses were tabulated, 

After several hours of discussion, 

One was the outline of the pro-

blems they had decided to take up In the new Course of 

Study, i~ the order in which they wished to consider them. 
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The other was a list of suggestions of natural interest 

of the fourth and sixth grade children, his story interests 

music interests, writing ability, degree of spontaneity and 

other factors that could be used as a guide in planning 

the material. When this was done, the teachers of all 

grades gave an intensive work to the building of the 

curriculwii. Some time a spent by the entire group in 

discussing the motives, conceptions and philosophy of the 

new course. A oonnnittee then undertook the task of 

collecting all available material. At theclose of the 

week the outlines were turned over to the supervisor for 

final preparation for the next year. This program eon-

sists of Bible stories, character stories, worship programs 

and projects correlating the same. 

about character traits."l 

The theme is centered 

The Week-Day-School in ichita is fostered by ·n 

organization known as the Wichita Council of Churches, 

which works 1n conjunction with the Board of Education. 

Monday, Tuesday or Wednesd~y, according to the zone in whie 

they live, the pupils from grades one to six are dismissed 

to attend some church where such a school is held. The 

fourth and fifth grades attend trom nine until ten; the 

first and second, from eleven until eleven forty-five; 

the third, from one-thirty until two-thirty, and the sixth 

from three until four. The Board of Education is requir-

1ng that the teachers for these schools have the same 

1. Blanche Carrier, Building Christian Character, 
Intro., p. 15. 



qualifications as those eligible to teach in the public 

schools. This requirement has not, as yet, been met, but 

efforts are being made to attain it. 

However, Coe says "Development, rather than instruc-

tion, is the central idea in education. Instruction has 

reference to the intellect, or function of knowing, while 

education has reference to the whole being. Moreover 

instruction is not necessarily educative at all; for it may 

issue in increase of knowledge without any increase of the 

self. Instruction is truly educative only when it oontri-

butes to self development, only when it enters into vital 

and nutritive connection with the child's life from stage t 

stage, only when the knowledge that it conveys ceases to be 

an external possession and becomes, so to speak, flesh of 

one flesh. The best thing that can happen to any child is 

to have the means of living his own life completely at 

each stage. That is the best preparation for the future, 

and nothing, absolutely nothing, is gained by attaching 

information to the outside .of his life."1 

If this is true of general education, it is doubly 

true in the teaching of character or religion. We also 

have another quotation from the book How To Teaoh,--"There 

is always a danger that theory becomes divorced tor 

practi e, and this is particularly true because morality 

is conduct. Knowing what is right is one thing, doing it 

is another, and knowing does not result in doing unless 

l. George A1bert Coe, Education in Religion and 
Morals, Chap. VII p. 106 
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definite connections are made between the two. Instruction 

in morals may have but little effect upon conduct. It is 

only as the knowledge ot what is right and good comes in 

connection with social situations when there is the call 

for action, that true morality can be gained. Mere class-

room instruction cannot insure conduct. It is only as the 

family and . the school become more truly social institutions, 

where group activity, such as one finds in lite, is the 

dominant note, that we can hope to have morality and not 

ethics, ideals and not passive appreciation, as a result of 

our teaching. It is, without question, true that insofar 

as the habits fixed are ~school habits" or "Sunday habits", 

or any other special type of habits, formed only in con

nection with special situations, to that extent we have no 

reason to expect moral conduct in broader life situations. 

The habits formed are those that will pe put into practice; 

and they are the only ones we can be sure ot. Because a 

child is truthful in school, prompt in attendance, polite 

to his teacher, and so on, .is no warrant that he will be 

the same on .the playground or on the street.n1 

Thus have been reviewed several of the methods by 

which an attempt is ma.de to restore the moral and religious 

principles to the process of education, although through a 

detached program. The following chapter attempts to point 

out the inadequacy of the public school curriculum as an 

agent of character education and the fallacies of the 

present system of religious education. 
1. Strayer and Norsworthy, How to Teach. Chap. 11 
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CHAPTER IV. 

DOES ACQUAINTANCESHIP WITH THE FACTS 
OF GOOD AND EVIL PRODUCE CHARACTER? 

The extensive program of the public school and other 

character forming agencies seeks to enable the child to 

form intelligent judgments as well as to develop fixed 

The child is guided through his own experience habits. 

and · through the experience of others. Efforts are 
\ 

made to acquaint the child with definite situations and 

their approved responses. Character education aims to 

bring the pupil face to face with the consequences of wrong 

reactions and with the reward of right actions, thus oreat-

ing within him a desire for the best. The curriculum has 

been built upon actions that form attitudes, and assumes 

that the individual is able to change the habit of thinking 

along with the habit of acting. This is necessary for 

intelligent acting. In view of this fact, Herbart Martin 

says, "It would be difficult to overstress the importance 

of thinking as a moral asset. Ideas are the moving forces 

in human experience. 

one's moral choices. 

The range of one's ideas condition 

Clear and distinct ideas facilitate 

moral judgment, they condi~ion well doing. Moral progress 

is possible only as effort is directed toward a well definec 

goal. mind trained to think clearly and distinctly 
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readily distinguishes between the reverent and the irrever

ant. Moral oonduct is reflectively weighed .conduct, it is 

chosen upon alternatives. · A resourceful mind and discrim

inating judgment a.lone cannot assure the moral issue."1 

Blanche Carrier has this to say on the subject. ~Even 

if we were successful in building habits by the repetition 

method, we · can see that the unquestioning repetition is not 

the best training for living in a Christian Democracy • . In 

order to live in the modern day of changing customs and in 

a democracy where each man must take his own and decide his 

own vote, we need rather habits that are based on under-

standing and ideals; on conviction and desires. •• The 

habit is always a part of a larger situation that involves 

people, places and things, and no two situations are just 

alike."2 

"Moral traini_ng ~ as defined by Frank Chapman Sharp, 
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"is the education or ~urture. of character by means of action • . 
It is often described as . a system of habits. Morality 

consists in the fact that a· man's outer actions have their 

source in a certain .spirit, a spirit, which for the present, 

will be sufficient to designate as the spirit of loyalty 

to the· moral ideal. External discipline cannot create 

character; for while it is important, it is a matter of 

only secondary importance in .the development of character. 

fhe school prides itself upon having created a set of moral 

1. Herbert N.artin, Formation Factors in Character, 
Chap. VI. p. 99. 

2. Blanche Carrier, How Shall I learn to Teach 
Religion? Chap. III. p. 49 



habits, but habits merely mean doing what has been don~ 

before •••• It is doubtful, however, whether even this 

imperfect result is attained per.m.anently, for when the 

pressur exerted by the school is removed, the chances are 

that the resulting modes ot action will disappear, at least 

in the tac ot temptation."1 

J. A. Ha field maintains that the following steps 

are necessary tor the building of permanent character: 

"When the experiences of our earliest years are exposed, it 

is found that many of those symptoms and characteristics, 

which were pre~iousiy considered hereditary are in reality 

caused by environmental conditions. We also inherit 

instincts. These are the chief raw material in the forma-

tion of character, for environmental influences would have 

no effect upon our lives were it not for the instincts which 

spring out to meet them. When the instinctive emotions 

are brought into touch with environmental conditions, they 

tend to become attached to, and grouped round the objects, 

ideas, events or persons o~ the environment. These combine 

to form Psychological constellations. Psychologic 1 

constellations are of three forms: sentiments, dispositions 

and complexes. The sentiments are those constellations 

which we consciously accept; the dispositions, those which 

are unconsciously accepted; and the complexes, those which 

are rejected as unacceptable, and tend to be repressed. 

The latter have a marked influence upon character. Every 

1. Brank Chapman Sharp, Education for Character, 
Chap. V, p. 42. 
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organism is impelled to .move towards its own completeness. 

Fulness of life is the goal of life; the urge to complete-

ness is the most compelling motive of life. The "self" 

like every organism moves towards its own completeness. 

This "self" is the organization of all the accepted senti-

ments and dispositions. It is so organized because togeth 

they have interests in common and work toward a common end, 

It is only because this "self" .works as one that it 

1 one; otherwise when it ceases to move toward a common 

purpose it integrates. This is the unifying principle. 

The "self" is a unity more in function than in structure. 

This function of the "self" we shall call the "will". 

The "will is the activity of the "self". The character 

is the quality of the "self" and the "will" is its function. 

When the instincts and complexes function we call them 

impulses. The adequate stimulus of the "will", the stimu

lus which is peculiarly adapted to arouse the "self" into 

activity, is the "ideal". That is the idea or object whic 

leads to the complete realization of the .whole individual. 

The idea is that, the attainment of which will produce 

completeness and happiness _, which is the aim and purpose of 

· the "self". If such an ideal is present, the "will" is 

aroused and dominates conduct; if abs·en t, impulses are 

aroused to action. The "will" we have observed, can be 

aroused by an ideal, to pursue that ideal. There are 

thousands of ideals presented to the mind every day, and it 

is out of these that the "self" "chooses" those which it 

thinks potent for its purpose. What we call "choice" is 
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the judgment after deliberation, as to whether this ideal 

or that will be most conducive to our completeness. Our 

choice is always determined by this end, b~t the deliber -

tion and judgment as to the best means to that end gives 

us the sense ot freedom. When the organism is motivated 

only by instinct and environment, we call the result its 

behavior, .but when the organization is not only influenced 

by these hered:118.ry and environmental toroes, but by 

conscious ideal or end toward which it is directed, we call 

it conduct for our actions conduce, or lead, to that end. 

What the true "idealtt is has never been determined by man, 
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none has, as yet been universally accepted. Psychological y 

the right "ideal" is one that can, by attracting all the 

instinctive emotions, bring harmony to the ·soul; by stimu

lating the "will" to a common purpose, weld the whole 

psychological individual into an organism, by satisfying 

the craving tor completeness·, success, self-realization 

and happiness. To possess an "ideal" or purpose in life 

is, therefor, a necessary condition for a strong ~will" 

and a s·table character. What the will requires for its 

strength and development is not training, but inspiration." 

According to J. :K• Hadfield in his Psychology ot 

Morals, character is dependent upon the "will" of the child 

moving toward an ideal for its development, but he also 

say, "Man has never determined what is the true ideal sine 

such an ideal must be one which can, by attracting the 

1. J.~. Hadfield, Psychology of Morals, Chap.IX, 
p. 67, Chap. X, p. 71, Chap. II, p. 79, Chap. XII, p.84 



instinctive emotions, bring harmony to the soul; · · what 

then, is the ideal toward which the public school is leadin 

the child? 

ideal? 11 , 

Should it present anything less than a perfect 

To do this, much is required as to methods and 

teachers and thus Walter Athearn inquires as to whether or 

not public _ school teachers are prepared to give moral 

training. We have extracts from his article as follows: 

"Do State Normal Schools and Teachers' Colleges in the 

United States provide courses of instruction which are 

intended specifically to give teachers in the public school 

the curriculum, content and technique for moral training? 

From an inquiry sent to eighty-five schools the following 

information was obtained. Out of the eighty-five schools, 

eight of them offered courses in Philosophy and required a 

total of twenty semesterhpurs; eight schools offered course 

in the Bible, as an elective, and required a total of . 

twenty-eight semester hours; nine schools offered methods 

in Cha~aoter Education, three of -which required a total 

of three and on_e-half semester hours, while the other six 

requiring fourteen and one-third total semester hours; two 

schools offered a curriculum. of Character Education 

designed to put the prospective teacher in touch with 

material, available tor the various grades. Three schools 

offered courses whose description indicated that the course 

were of specific value in the prep,ration of teachers of 

·1. J.i.Hadfield, Psychology of Morals, Chap. XIII, 
p. 92 
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character education." Walters. Athearn further says: 

"There is a rapidly growing body of curriculum material 

available tor moral instruction, in the various grades of 

the public schools, and there is a considerable body of 

validated teaching experience in the form of teaching 

techniques, scientific tests· and measurements, eto., 11 

of which are available for courses in curriculum and 

methodology in the field of moral and religious education. 

This investigation makes it clear that the rank and file 

of the teachers in the public schools in the United States 

are going with their certificates of graduation from 

normal schools and colleges of the nation in their class

rooms without acquaintance with this important material, 

and with no reasoned judgments with reference to the 

ethical problems of democratic citizenship.«l 

What our character and religious programs are 

accomplishing may be seen from the following tests and 

their results: 

Among those who have most recently attempted Qharaoter 

Education Inquiry are Hugh Hartshorne and Mark A. Mays, 

assisted in their "Studies in Service and Self-control" 

by Julius B. Maller, and in their "Studies in the Organiza

tion of Character" by Frank K. Shuttleworth. Several of 

these tests ·and their results will be given at this point. 

1. Correspondence between the Sum of Several Moral 

Knowledge Tests and Several Types of Deception~ e quote . 

1. Waiter Athearn, Are the Public Schoo! Teachers 
Prepared to Give Moral Training (See Bibliography, Articles} 
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the authors as follows: "In this study we use the first 

revision of the Moral Knowledge Tests. (These have been 

described in Chapter II., Studies in the Organization of 

·character) The children had from five to eight tests 

apiece and the following types of deceptive behavior were 

measured: 

a. C.opying from an answer sheet or dictionary or 
getting help from some one. 

b. Adding to one ' .s work after time is called. 

c. Opening the eyes to guide one's pencil when the eyes 
are supposed to be shut. 

d. Taking the solution of a puzzle test. 

e. Taking a soore \in a physical ability contest and 
so cheating one's schoolmates. 

t. Cheating in parlor games. 

g. Stealing money from a puzzle used in a test or from 
a game in a party. 

The outcome of these tests is g.iven in Table XIII. 

Relation of Honesty to Separate Moral Knowledge tests. 
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-----------------1-------------- ------~---------------------
Test 1Ratio with · I Ratio with I Partial rat o 

1Home Honesty I Sohool Honesty l with sohool 
I I I honesty MA 

· and constan -----------------~--------------~---------------7------------
1. Cause and t · I I 

effect I • 031 I. ·• 054 I • 000 
2. Duties I .178 I .296 ~ .164 
3. Comprehensions I . 018 I . 301 I .182 
4. Provocation I .129 I .241 I 2202 
5. Recognitions f • 091 I .181 I . 000 
6. Principles I .188 I · . 247 I . 089 
z~-!~~!!£~!!2~~--1 _____ ~Q§2 _____ J _____ ~12g ______ 1 ____ ~~§~----

The signs of the original tables are reversed. The co

efficient here and elsewhere in this volume represent the 

correlation of. honest performance with other factora."l 
I. Hartshorne and May~ Frank ShuttleworthA Studies in 

Organization for Character vhap. X p. 155 150. 



The next test gives the correspondence between answers 

to certain questions of Moral Knowledge t sts, and behavior 

on four cheating tests. 
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"We shall first show the proportion of cheaters and non 

cheaters among ·children giving certain answers to questions 

referring to honest behavior. Items were selected trom 

three tes~s--Comprehens1ons, Provocations and Duties. A 

few questions involving other forms of undesirable conduct 

were used for compari on. The items chosen are quoted in 

ful~, and the succeeding table in each case shows the number 

of children giving eaeh possible answer, and amount of 

cheating exhibited by each of these groups. The IER School 

and Home Tests were use~, which gave a total of four oppor

tunities to cheat. 

Elements from the Comprehension Tests: 

1. It another pupil W11nts to copy your work and hand it in, 
(a) let him do it and say nothing about it 
(b) let him do it but tell the teacher 
(c) don't let him do it and say nothing 
{d) don't let him do it and tell the teacher he want d 

to 
(e) don't let him and tell him that you don't approve 

of cheating. · 

2. If you make a mistake and put a penny instead of a 
nickel in the slot 

(a) put in four slugs to even it up 
(b) call up the company and tell them about it 
{o) smash the thing and get your nickel 
(d) report to the police 
(e) do nothing 

3. If the storekeeper gives you back too much change, 
(a) tell him he made mistake 

· (b) go out and say nothing about it--spend the money 
for candy 

(c} keep the money and give it to the Christmas fund 
(d) tell your mother about how clever you were 



4. If you find someone has passed you a coin that is not 
real money but looks like it at first glance, 

{a) pass it on to someone else 
(b) throw it way--destroy it 
(o) try to find the person and give it back to him 

((d) keep it as a souvenir 

5. It someone asks your opinion about a person whom you 
don't know very well, 

(a) say he is all right 

!b) say you don't know him 
c) say you think he is not a good person 

(d) say, "Why do you ask mesuch a question", 

6. If your teacher ska you a question and you don•t know 
the answer, 
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(a) say, "I don't know" 
(b) try to make her think you know but can't express it 
(o) guess at the answer 
(d) say you think it is a foolish question • . 

Table X.V gives an abbreviated summary of the results. 

Table xv. 
Correspondence of Comprehension· and Conduct 
------------,-~;----- ---b----

1
--~-~--,---d---- --;--f-T~t;1 

------------t~------- ----~-~- ~~----- ~-~---~- ----- ----~-
Item 1 11 . I 18 I 49 25 ~ 288 I 341 
Number I t I I f I 
Average C's 1.5 t 1.0 I o.e 1 919 f 0.9 I 0.9 
f cheating I 91 t 61 l 49 I 49 I 66 I 63 
---------~-- --~----- -------- -------r-----~-~ -----r-----~ 
Item 2 I I t I I 
Number f 26 I 134 f 5 I 4 1171 ~ 340 
Average C's I 1.3 ~ 0.9 I 1.4 1 1.3 1 o.a, 0.9 
% cheating t 73 t 61 I 100 I 75 ~ el I 63 
------------ ----~--~ -~~----- ------- -~------ ~---~y------
i!::e! I 322 I 3 I 10 I 5 I I 340 
Averag c•s I 0.9 I 1.0 I 9.7 I 1.2 ~ I 0.9 
% ohea ting t 63 ~ 57 I so I 60 I I 63 
------------1---~----t--------1-------1-------- ----- ------
~~e! I 7 I 824 I 87 I 55 I 68 I 341 
Average C's f 0.9 I 0.9 I 1.0 I 1.0 I o.a , 0.9 
~ cheating I 57 t 64 I 67 I 62 I 59 I 63 
------------t--------1--------1-------1--------1-----y------
i!:e! I 44 I 183 I a I 105 I I 340 
Average C's I 1.0 I o.a f 1.1 f 1.0 I I 0.9 
% cheating O 56 I 57 I 63 I 71 f t 63 
--~-------~~~~~----~-----~~--------------------~-------~----
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Item 6 f I I f I t 
Number I 320 I 7 I 13 I 0 I I 340 
Average C's I 0.9 I 0.9 I 0.5 I I 0.9 
'{o cheating I 64 I 57 I .31 I I I 63 

-----~---------------------------------~--------~-----------
Thus we see that eleven children checking the answer to 

(a) for item l, 91% cheated as against 63% for the entire 

group, and the average cheating score for the eleven was 1.5 

times in .four chances for the entire group, This answ r 

(a) indicated that the subjects regarded it as 'all right 

to let another pupil · copy your work and hand it in as his 

own." Ot those who said not to do it, but say nothing, 

40% cheated as against 63% for the whole group. The other 

item showing a conspiouo~s difference between cheaters and 

non-cheaters is item 2. Here 100% of the five children 

preterr.i.ngto smash the slot machine to recover their lost 

nickel actually cheated at least once as against 53% for 

the entire group."1 

"We come finally to the consideration of the more 

·general relations which m~y be found to subsist bet een 

knowledge and attitude, as measured by large battery of 

tests, and conduct as measured by a variety of techniques. 

In this study we shall use the results obt ined in our 

second revision of .the Paper and Pencil Tests. (See 

Chapter II and III, Organization for Character) and the 

results of our entire battery of conduct test. (Chap.VIII). 

The Knowledge Tests were given in four divisions (1) 

the Good Citizenship Te ts, fifty items; (2) the Information 

1. Hartshorn, May. and Shuttleworth, Studies in 
Organization of Character. Chap. X, pp. 159, 160. 



battery, with fiv subtests, totaling one hundred and 

thirty-one items; (3) the Opinion A battery, with five sub

tests, taling seventy items; and (4) th Opinion B or 

Attttude Battery, with nine subtests, totaling one hundred 

and eighty-two items. Each of these batteries, except 

(1) was .given in two equivalent forms, making a total test 

of double the number of items quoted; and the total scores 

were correlated with each of the major conduct scores . . 

The cqmpleteness of this information justifies our giving 

a fairly good report of the results, which confirm the 

findings alre dy noted. Full details are given in Tables 
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XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, of Appendix B, showing how eaoli battery 

correlates with each type of conduct. We shall discuss 
....... 

here only the general results shown in accompanying Table 

XIX. 

"The tests given here are taken from three groups desig

nated as X, Y, Z, groups • . Walden or X groups represent a 

good type ot the small homogeneous American community, 

reasonab'ly prosperous, self-contained, largely of English 

stock. The New Haven Group X ranges high on the socio-

economic scale. Two schools are included, both in resi

dential sections. Group z, also in New Haven, is a school 

in a distinctly underprivileged district. Only grades five 

to eight were used in each population. This gave nine 

classroom groups for population Y, six for population X, 

and seven for population z, totaling about eight hundred 

and fifty ch11d~en.«1 . i. Hartshorne, May .. - a-n~d~S-h_u_t_t_l_e_w_o_r_.t~h--,~s~t-u_d_i_e_s_i_n __ _ 
Organization for Characte~. Chap. VIII, p. 137. 



Table XIX. 

Correlation between Total Moral Knowledge and Total Conduct 
Score. -------- ~------~-~~------~--~-~~-~~-~~~ ~-~~-~ ------ ---~ 

Conduct Popula- t Good Citizen- Opinion fAll GC j- IQ, Cor- . 
. tion . ship and . fA and BfI,A.B. fCon- 1reote 

. I Information f t stant ~ratio 
-------- -------- ------~------- ------- ------ ------1-----, 1 ~ I . ~ 
HonestyO X I .418 .290 J .379 t .294 ~ 

Y I . 335 I . 271 t • 332 t • 215 I 
0- z ~ • 379 ~ • 294 I · 360 I .194 ~ 
0 X Y Z I .380 ~ .350 ~ .390 ~ •. 246 f .464 

----~--- ----~--~ ~~----~--~~--~ -------1-~-~~- ------ , ---~-
x I .070 f .116 ~-228 , .oas t 

Co-oper- Y · .262 I .237 . ~.284 f .211 I 
ation · z .087 .2•5 f .161 0.120 t 

X Y Z t .146 I .234 , .204 ~.131 0-300 
-------- -------- --------------+------- ------1------y-----

l x O • 045 I • 017 ~ • 032 t • 014 1 
Inhibi- I Y f • 001 I . 045 f. 02s t • 013 . f 
tion I Z O .445 I .356 t-425 ~.252 t 

I x Y z f • 22a I .186 t. 221 f .117 t. 373 
--------f--------f--------------i-------t------t------t-----

1 x I . 370 I . 206 I· 308 I· 204 t 
Per- I Y I .453 f .341 f .421 1.376 I 
sistence I Z f .134 I .143 f .148 f .117 f 

Ix Y z I .272 I .184 f.244 f.200 f.336 -----~---~-~---------~---~~--~-~~---~~~--~---~~-~---------~-
GC:Good Citizenship 
and attitude battery 

!:Information A=Opinion A,B=Opinion 

"Three combinations of knowledge, opinions and attitude 

tests are shown in this table. The first column gives the 

ratios between Good Citizenship and Information Tests. The 

next column shows r's between conduct and a combination of 

the Opinion A and Opinion B ~ests. The third makes use of 

a combination of all four batteries of tests. Surprisingly 

enough, the highest correlation between moral knowledge and 

honesty, The deceptive behavior by means of which the 

scores for honesty were secured is nee ssarily a concealed 

behavior. Both honesty and moral knowledge correlate with 



intelligence, so that the partial ratio showing the asso

ciation of knowledge and conduct with IQ constant, are 

considerably reduced; but they are still substantial enough 

to indicate genuine though slight relationship. The next 

highest ratios are between persistence and knowledge; also 

population Z shows relatively higher correspondence between 

inhibition and knowledge. The partial ratios represent 
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the ratios which would result from correlating the knowledge 

scores of pupils ot one level of intelligence than of 

another level, etc., and then averaging these ratios. 

"The influence of intelligence on both moral knowledge 

and conduct scores is thus eliminated. What we have, there

fore, is the correlation between such aspects of moral know

ledge and such aspects of conduct as are independent of 

intelligence. Since this is of course an abstraction, all 

that the partials really convey is the suggestion that the 

oommon factor of intelligence (IQ) does not account for all · 

the association observed between knowledge and conduct. 

The last column gives the raw ratios corrected for attenua

tion. These represent the maximum correlation one would 

be likely to find if perfect measures of both knowledge and 

conduct were available. Even these corrected ratios are not 

large enough to give any confidence in the theory that 

increased knowledge guar~ntees improved behavior. Not only 

do many individuals who know better do worse, but also im.ny 

individual who know little do well. On the other hand, 

the ratios are large enough to indicate the presence of some 



bond betw en knowledge and ognduct."1 

Tables XXXI, XXXII, and XXXIII referred to in connec

tion with Table XIX are given also. 

Table XXXI. 2 

Correlation between Moral .Knowledge and School Honesty. 
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---~~-----r:--~-~-~-~~ ~--~-~----~ -~--------- ------------
Test ~Population . Population I Population~ Population 

---------*'----~ _____ o ____ :_f-----!-----~f _____ l ___ ~-=x~------------- ----- ----- ------ -----i------ -----f------v-----0 r PE r PE ~ r I PE I r ~ PE 
--------- ----- -----+------t-----t-----~t-----t-----~t-----
Good I . 342 I . 047 I . 260 t • 042 f • 310 ~ • 040 I . 317 ~ • 025 
c 1 ti zen- I I I I I I I I 
ship O I· I I I f . I I · 
Informa~ f I f f I ~ ~ 
tion f · I I I I I I I 
Opinion AL364 f .047 I .B59 .045 I .293 I .049 I .300 f .027 
Opinion Bf.357 f.047 I ,.198 f .047 I .284 f .044 I .298 1.026 
GC and I 1.257 f.053 I .221 J.045 I .306 f.047 I .310 f.027 
Opinion Al!392 f.047 I .285 f.046 I .329 1-048 f .338 f.027 
and B 1.339 t.o o I .232 f.047 I .327 f.046 I .336 f.027 
.111 I I · I I I I I I 
combined l.392 l.047 I .272 f.046 I .350 f.047 I .359 I .027 
corrected I I · I f I f I I 
~;;!t:~~~:L._J ____ J _____ J ____ J _____ J _____ L1~d-~---
Tables showing the results of tests in Moral Knowledge and 
Conduct. 
Correlation between Moral Knowledg~ and Home Honesty. 
---------,-----------1-----------1------------1-------------
Tests fPopulation fPopulation f Population I Population 

GC-------i-r--X-vi---1--r-Y-1PE--1--t--~1-P1!!--1-:s~4!j~8!8--
I f .198 f. 053 f .187 1 • 0471 .102 f. 055 I .157 O. 029 
Opinion Af .1~2 I. 052 I .115 I• 0481 • 015 I• 048 f • 078 I· 028 
Opinion B• .155 J.0581 .175 f.047f .120 f.057 f .049 f.030 
-~------------------~--~---~~---------~--~-~--~----~--------

1. Hartshorne and May, Shuttleworth, Studies in 
Organization for Character, Chap. X, pp. 166, 167. 

2. Ibid, Appendix B, p. 413, Table 31. 
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Table XXXIII. 

Correlation between Moral Knowledge and Out-of-School Honesty 
~-------~----------------~--------~--------------~--~--~-----Test IPopulation ~Population {Population I Population 

I X f y f z I XYZ 
•===m••••'•••••=a=•••'••=••••••••=4•c===•••a•=~•••••=••=••=•• 

Ir IPE f r I PE Ir I PE I r I PE 
---------~-----~-----~------~-----4-----4-----~-----~--------
GC I f I -1 I I I .102 I • 030 
I. · f.2?9 I .045f .288 f .0481 .415·1 .0441· .3381 .028 
Opinion Af.158 I .0541 .089 I .0511 .1711 .0471 .189f .029 
Opinion B f".126 ~ • 061 0 • 240 I • 049 .115 t • 053 • 201 I • 031 

Table XXXV. 

Correlation between Moral Knowledge and the sum of ' Free 
Choice, Etficiency, Cooperation and Money Vote Scores. 

Test IPopuiation f Population Population IPopulation 
I X I y z I XYZ 

G-c------1- .---1-pz--f--r---1-pz--,-r---1--l'E--t~026l-:'E!5 __ _ 
I f .104 I . 050 I .108 I . 044 f. 096 I . 047 ~ .1111 • 027 
Opinton A 1.114 I . 047 I .126 I . 043 I .127 f • 041 I .136 I . 025 
Opinion Bl.136 I .0521 .ll8 f .0421.165 I .044 f .1461 .027 

------~--------------~-----~~~~-----~------~----------~----~-
We have the foliowing from Walters. Athearn. Ingenious 

tests were devised by which groups of boys and girls were 

subjected to scienti"fic observation as they reacted to per

fectly normal and, to them," usual situations which gave them 

opportunity to reveal by their actions whether or not they 

could be trusted to act normally in a number of situations. 

The scores of the eleven groups are as follows: 

Group .Amount of Training Average in 
.Test 

1. Private school None 59 .5 
2. Boy Scouts Just organized 60.5 
3. Boy Soouts J'ust organized 58.l 
4. Boy Scouts Six months 80.4 
5. Private School None 75.0 
6. Campfire Girls Four months 62.2 
?. Private School None 78.2 
a. Boy Scouts Two Years 82.3 

ar s orne aracter, 
Appendix B, p. 114, 



9 Public School 
1 o Scouts 
11 ~ .. Pcu t 

one 
Jut 
J°tlG t ( -..._ 

- alter S. At e rn, Character ui l ding in a emocrac , 
C iap . i , P • 29 . 
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A surprisingly larg proportion of the children tested 

gave assent to the following statements in preference to 

opposite ideas which were before them for selection, 

(a) It is not wrong to steal from one who has gotten 
his money dishonestly. 

(b). It is more honorable to have charge of e.n off1c 
than it is to work at a trade. 

(o) Unnecessarily failing to keep n ppointment, is 
not immoral or unchristian. 

(d) It is true that our duty is greater to s cure 
justice for the people of our own race than for others. 

(e) It is not the duty of the pupil to call the 
teacher's attention to the fact that he has given him too 
high marks. 

(f) It is true that if a storekeeper gives you too 
much change, it is right to keep it, because he probably 
would do the same if you had paid him too much.l 

One of the most alarming facts revealed by the study of 

crime in this country is the youthfulness of the persons 

convicted of major offense against the law. A significant 

survey of the ages of criminals in a typical American com

munity has recently been made by the Hon. Wm. T. Remy, 

prosecuting Attorney for Marion County, Indiana. This 

county includes the city of Indianapolis. Mr. Remy compares 

the ages ot persons convict d of major crimes (not juvenil 

offenses} punishable by d ath or penitentiary imprisonment 

.in the year 1913 and the year 1923. 

ments are taken from the report: 

The following state-

Crimes Average age ot Average age of 
criminals, 1913 criminals, 1923 

Burglary 16% 21 years and under 90% under 25 years 
50 o under 21 ears 

1. Walters. Athearn, Character Bu ld ng in a Democ
racy, Chap. I, p.28. 
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Robbery 
Hold up men 
Bandits 

Grand Larceny 

Vehicle taking 

Only one under 21 

l3i under 21 years 

No statute covering 
this 

402& 21. and um er 

a5i under 21 years

e5i under 21 years 
51% under 18 years 

·Embezzlement 

Bigamy'"".'wife 
and child 
desertion 

12% under 21 years 40% 21 and under 

None under 21 11% under 21. 1 

According to Mrs. Grace Miller, Probation Officer among 

the Negro children of Wichit, delinquency is found in 

chiidren -between the ages of . ten and sixteen. Most promi-

nent are dishonesty among the boys and with .the girls, t _he 

sex question. Mrs. Miller, who keeps the record for both 

groups, Negroes and Whites, reports the same conditions 

existing among both groups. 

These charts are used and incidents cited as n evidenc 

that pupils cannot always be trusted to do what they know. 

Our program of morals . · teaches that dishonesty is 

wrong, whether it is cheating, lying, stealing or deception 

ot any kind, is a trait which will ultimately cause weakness 

in character. Yet in the light of these facts, youth 

continues to practice the ame. This is also true in our 

religious training, for children with muoh Biblical know

ledge fail under the s~e conditions. 

s. Wirt Wiley, in an article "Recent Trends ot Characte 
Education•', makes the following comment: "There are said 

l. Walters. Athearn, Character Building in a 
Democracy, Chap. I, p. 31. 
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to be more than seventy schemes for character eduction now 

in operation; some used by the schools, by outside organiza

tions and other schemes of independent movement~. What 

insures satisfactory conduct? Dr. Hugh Hartshorne of Yale 

has enumerated eleven different attempted :~ methods of 

oharacter1tv,i~cbn\re being purposed and used. The eleven 

are grouped into four classifications. One conceived 

character as a collection of virtues, and three as a set of 

habit. Formerly character education was widely considered 

synonomous with instruction in religion. Drs. Hartshorne 

and Mays "Studies in Deceit" reveals the fact that there was 

no constant relationship between the amount of knowledge of 

the Bible possessed by children and their honesty and dis-
. 1 

honesty." 

Professor Pleasant R. Hightower of Butler University, 

Indiana, made tests of over three thousand children, both 

delinquent and normal,in two Middle Western States. The 

results obtained from the study show that pupils with high 

scores and those with low -scores on the test of Biblical 

information reacted similar on the conduct test. Thus 

indicating that there is nocmrelation of any consequence 

between Biblical information and the different phases of 

conduct studies. In some cases children with the highest 

Bible rating had also the highest cheating rating. This 

possession of a knowledge of the Bible is, of course, not . to 

be held responsible for such conduct, but the point is mad 

1. s. Wirt Wiley, Recent Trends of Character Education, 
R.E.A. April, 1931. 



that the possession of Biblical knowledge in itself gives 

no assurance or right conduct."1 

Other instances of disloyalty may be mentioned, such 

as bays deliberately upsetting garbage cans on their way 

home from school; also breaking window glass from vacant 

houses. Here the morals as taught at school seem to have 

been f'orgot ten. 
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Athearn says, "The America~people have signally faile~ 

in the task of moral and religious education. e are wit-

nessing the results of our failure in lowered tones of 

national morality which threatens the very structure or 

our democr .tic instit~tion."2 

But wherein have we tailed? First, our character and 

religious programs have been transmissive rather than 

creativ. I quote W. w. Charters, who says, "It is 

comparatively easy task to .teach ideals on the inspirational-, 

and informational level. Through conversation and presen-. 

tation of information it is possible to develop in the 

student a strong desire for the possession of an ideal. It 

is also possible through discussion and illustration to 

provide the student with a proper form of conduct. Our 

ditfioulties increase when we undertake the problem of 

applying ideals to conduct. The solution of this problem 

demands both information and enthusi~sm, but it involyes 

much more than these. Many difficulties enter when we 

1. Professor Pleasant R. Hightower, of Butler 
University. 

2. Walters. Athearn, Character Building in 
Democracy, Chap. 15, p. 206. 



begin to conve•t information and inspiration into action; 

and the difficulties must be overcome since instruction in 

ideals is ineffective and often futile if it is left on the 

information level. The theory that knowledge and right 
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actions belong together i~ old in the world and more than 

one epoch of human history variously emphasized its deep 

faith in the possibility of the realization of this ideal."l 

That these difficulties have not been overcome is 

evident from the statement made by Paul Monroe: "Practically 

the acquisition of various forms of skill and information 

in the various sohool lsubjects is usually the conscious and 

direct aim of the teacher and character formation the 

indirect result. Even discipline, which has apparently 

a more direct relation to character than have skill and 

knowledge, is often so hemmed in by peculiar school condi

tions ( the unduly large number of pupils, the laok of. 

material and appliances for constructive work} ~v1as to have 

only a somewhat remote connection with developing the kind 

of character in life beyond the school walls."2 

Character is not a mere mosaic of oharacter traits. 

Personality is not at its best without unity. Particular 

character traits are able to withstand severe tests of 

human experience only when they. are parts of a living whole. 

Only when the trait undergoing trial is linked with a host 

of others in a condu~t-controlling sentiment and a manifold 

ideal. The needed unity cannot be secured by mere 

• Paul Monroe, A Cyclopedia of Education, p. 569 
2. Ibid,· p. 511', Chap. VII. 



association within the personality of the individual. It 

cannot be secured through any process savoring of a bringing 

of separate things together and fusing them into one. Char

acter traits in order to make up a unified personality must 

spring -from a common origin."l 

"Character consists of three . things: 1. Results from 

the organization of the conative tendencies about an ideal 

of conduct with which the individual identifies himself. 

2. wholesome attitude toward the self' and the habit of 

making decisions in harmony with the ideal. 3. By letting 

the ideal self sit in judgment upon conduct, andby estab-
\ 

lis~ing the habit of acting in accord with its promptings, 

_the synthesis of sentiments and tendencies is brought about. 

Every decision made, ·says Boodworth, every conflict resolve 

is a step n the turther organization of the individual and 

if the decisions are made in harmony with a high ideal the. 

resultant character becomes not only strong, but good. To 

this process o·r bringing ·a11 the tendencies in harmony, 

religion makes a large and unique contribution."2 

Thus we go a step further when we say with Wilford E. 

Powell, "Religious education is wider in its scope than 

character education. Public education seeks to make good 

citizens of' the nation. Religious education, if it is 

Christian, aims at world citizenship.., and although the two 

ideals are not necessarily a conflict, they are by no means 

identical. Religious education seeks a higher goal than 

l. Walter Albion Squires, Educational Movements of 
Today, p. 113 ., Chap. VI • . 

2. Ibid. Chap. V!, · p. 116. 
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general education. The state may be satisfied if by means 

of its schools it can build a society in which justice shall 

rule. The schools of the church must not stop short of the 

reign of love. The character which is the goal of their 

efforts must be Christian character. They have not reached 

their goal until the pupils strive to meet all life's situa

tions in the spirit and ways of Christ."1 

Our tailure then is due to the fact that we have the 

theory and .not the practice; the information, but not the 

manifestation. Frank Sharp explains our method of character 

and religious education as being that of outer conformity 

rather than inner loyalty and says, "The school virtues are 

not, in the strictest sense, virtues at all. They are, 

rather, modes of actions, which will be either good or bad 

according to the ends for which they are employed. Whether 

ob dience is a desirable trait depends upon whom we obey 

and under what conditions we obey."2 

No one can teach what he does not oonsoienoiously 

believe and practice. There is a saying among adult , 

"What you are sounds so loud that I cannot here what you say". 

The same is true regarding the· child and the teacher of 

character education. Character may be taught, but because 

the facts have been given out, habits formed, reactions lived · 

through xperience, there is no guarantee that beyond the 

school walls the individual can maintain his best self in 

l. ilford E. l?owell, The Growth of Christian 
Personality, Chap. I, p. 15. 

2. Frank Chapman Sharp, Education for Character, 
Chap. V, p. 43. 



the face of the disapproval of society. 

This bringsus to a discussion of the influence of the 

group upon the individual. 

e1 



CHAPTER V. 

TEE INFLUENCE OF THE GROUP UPON 
CHARACTER 

Custom becomes law. The approval of the group has 

always been the dynamic of life. A desire not to differ 

from the group in action, dress or thought has become the 

• passion of the American people. Individuals do certain 

things because the group does; whether they are right or 

wrong does not become a question. We do what the group 

expects of us and if we belong to several groups, as is 

evitable in our modern, complex society, we may expect 

loyalty to one group over against another,giving only lip 

service to the other. 

"It can hardly be expected that most children can be 

taught to be responsive to. social ideals unsupported by 

group code or morale. When the individual is made the 

unit of educational effort, he is so _abstraoted from life 

situations as to become more and more a "prig" in propor

tion as his teachers succeed with him and more and more the 

victim of disorganized and detached mind in proportion as 

they fail. The normal unit for character education is the 

group or small community, which provides, through coopera

tive discussion and effort the moral support required for 

the adventurous discovery and effective use of ideals in 
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the conduct of affairs."1 

"The modifiability which makes possible the personalit 

also involves to a very large degree the determination of 

that personality by the group. It the group absolutely 

make the individual, would not the process be static? But 

the group does not create personality; it makes the 

development of personality possible through the interaction 

of itself with the new candidate born into its life. How

ever, there is both a conscious and an unconscious imitatio. 

Of the former we might say it is important to note the 

psychological quality or this earliest dhi1dhood imitation. 

As we ordinary use the word, it implies a certain loss of 

selfhood as one deliberately tries to be what he is not. 

There is also a conscious process of imitation which unites 

the child with the group. The child becomes a member of 

society by the process of living in the society, consciousl 

as well as unconsciously sharing its life. It is not so 

mu.oh what we tell them to do as what we show them in our 

behaviour, that determined their conduct. The educative 

process can doubtless direct even the earliest and most 

elementary experiences, but it can only do so by observing 

the psychology of the imitating candidate tor groul 

behavior. Social psychology has devised a most illuminat-
-

ing term in using folkways to express all that r~nge of 

behavior which has been developed in the group life and 

into which the child grows by this imitative process. That 

1. Harold s. Tuttle, Character Education by church 
and State, Chap. V, p. 79. 
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is what they are--the group ways. As the child lives in 

an environment in which this behavior is going on, he is 

stimulated to act like others of his specie; he may hit 

upon slight variations, but in general he will find satis-

faction in behavior similar to that about him. The group 

requires that its ways be followed. It gives i1sapproval 

only to the oustomery, definite conduct, and its disapprova 

upon any departure from conventionalism. There is guidano 

on the part of parents but it is guidance into conformity 

with group practice. This is not the authority of disci-

pline; it is the authority of tradition, of custom. It has 

a certain inevitibility. The objective standards of what 

is right or wrong are in the end traced largely to society. 

Moral conduct is conduct that is in harmony with the good 

of sooiety."1 

The impossibility of the group to impart judgment to 

its oonstitueney is shown in the following: "However 

developed may be our own group in its discriminations of 

oustoms and loyalties, it cannot impart to us in our child

hood its capacities of judgment. It can give us only the 

results, not the process by which those results have been 

reached • . So the individual gets his prejudices from the 

group. All those roots of behavior--loyalties .and antago-

nisms, loves and hatreds, admiration and contempt--are in 

their subtle sharing the group feeling, the group ways." 2 

1. Theodore Gerald Education, 
Chap. V, p. 19. 

2. Hartshorne and May,·, Studies in Deceit, Chap.~II 
• 36 
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Morals and codes are dependent upon the group in 

which one finds himself, henoe, the group is the natural 

·unit. 1 

The following incident is indicative of the tact that 

this is the case with adults as well as with children: 

"A young man who began stealing at the age of six years 

was finally apprehended and thrown into prison. His 

cell mate happened to be a hardened criminal of forty-five 

years. The elder man gave the younger this advice; 'The 

next time you pull off anything, pick out a racket where 
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there is dough. ' This advice seemed to have been ~well taken 

but upon the release ·of the young man from prison he was 

taken into a congenial foster home and the writer of the 

incident makes this comment, 'He is now an honest, self

supporting citizen, married and devoted to his wife and 

.11.ittle son.' And though five years have elapsed, there 

has not been a reocourrence of any delinquent behavior. 

Furthermore this convict has developed interest in a 

philosophy ot ltfe which is in keeping with the standards 

of .conventional soo~ety. While it is impossible to analyze 

all the factors which have been instrumental in producing 

these modifications in his interest, or conduct, it may be 

assumed that they are due in a large part to changes in 

group relat1onships."2 

The influence of the group is quite prevalent in the 

classroom and as the group passes to a higher class year 

1. Hartshorne and May~ : Studies in Deceit, chap. 17, 
p. 331. 

2. Literary Digest, Feb. 1931. 



after year the attitudes and habits become so fixed until 

the influence is almost inconceivable. This habit system 

characteristic of the group becomes known as group code, 

custom or morale; but since there is some evidence that 

the average child behaves and thinks as the group does 

without much awareness of his own consistency or incon

sistency the term "group morale" is more appropriat.e. n1 

Since the children are influenoed by the group for 

right or wrong, what course is to be pursued in order to 

build a character grounded in convictions and ideals and 

incapable ot being changed by the circumstances in which 

the child finds himself? 

"The objective standards of what is right or ~ong 

are in the end traced largely to society. Moral conduct 
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is conduct that is in harmony with good society," accord

ing to Theodore Soares, who says further, "Moral conduct is 

for one to act in the ways that are approved by the group 

in whioh he lives. Certain acts are recognized by society 

as good; other forms of conduct are bad. Since the 

essential quality of mora·l conduct is self-direction, the 

moral life must be developed not only from without but from 

within, it is both a growth and an attainment. The stage 

by which the individual reaches the plane where his conduct 

is regulated in accord ~1th ideas is set forth very con

vinceingly by McDougall, So~ial Psychology, page 185. We 

distinguish roughly four l evels -0f conduct. 1. Behavior is 
1. Hartshorne and May, : Studies in Deceit, Chap. 17, 

p. 338. ' 



instinctive and is modified only by pains and pleasures 

incidentally experienced. 2. Behavior is modified by 

rewards and punishments systematically administered by 

society. 3. Conduct is controlled in the main by antici

pation of the praise or blame of society. 4. Conduct is 

regulated by an ideal of what is right, regardless of the 

praise or blame of an immediate society."1 

"Membership into the. group," says Herbart Martin, 

"means a measure of determination or control of conduct. 

The child learns to think,and feel,and do,in the terms of 

the group. The atmosphere of the group is the very breath 

of his life. In it he lives and moves and has his being. 

He is nurtured by the group, in it he becomes. Its customs 

and . traditional habits fasbion him. His interests and 

activities are limited, in the main, to those of the group. 

His equipment of mental imagery, the stimuli that evokes 

and even the manner of his responses are those of the 

group. The more enlightened practices.of the group, its 

values and sanctions, its approvals and disapprovals, its 

frown and its favors, influence him in a major way. Few 

can estimate the life influence upon conduct and character 

of the ever present pressure of our social environment."2 

Again ilbert Coe says, "If the function of education 

is to prepare us for complete living, then our program must 

1. · Theodore Soares, Chap. 3, p. 44. 

2. Herbart Martin, Formative Factors in Character, 
Chap. xrr, p. 183. 
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embr ce adjustment to society, adjustment to mate (actual 

or potential) and adjustment to the Infinite. To have gooc 

character one must be steady rather than impulsive, in his 

conduct, one must also pursue lines of conduct that have, 

or are worthy to have, social approval. But both the 

steadiness and the worthiness may be of different kinds. 

Good character may mean (a) negative goodness, (b) conven

tional goodness, (c) the inner determination, (d) steady 

devotional to a cause or social ideal that outruns the 

convent:loIE.1.social code and perhaps requires that it be 

revised. It we wish to establish the democracy of God, 

we must cultivate character in the fourth sense."l 

However, since the group has such a tremendous 

influence upon the individual, the ability to cultivate 

this fourth type of goodness must of necessity come from 

another source and this source must be found in our program 

of Christian Education. 

A false philosophy is rife that makes the youth 

believe that right and wrong are only matters of custom, 

like eating with one's fork or wearing a stiff collar. 

The children must be taught that no moral question is a 

matter of opinion. A thing is right or wrong in aocordanct 

with whether it is helpful or hurtful to the individual and 

to society. Individualism must give place to a social 

conscience. Animal pleasure must be made subservient to 

the peace and joy of moral integrity. We have committed 

1. George Albert Coe, Social Theory of Religious 
Education, Chap. XIV. p. 184. 
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the "Golden Rule" to memory; but we must commit it to 

life. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

CHANGES WHICH MAY BE EFFECTED IN 
CHARACTER EDUCATION 

Since the individual is influenced by the group for 

good or bad, the training in habits of thinking and acting 

is of no avail unless there is a deeper motive within the 

child for his actions. Intellectual habits must not be 

used as an end, but as the means to an end. That char-

acter education has failed in its endeavor to do this is 

evident and it at once becomes obvious that the program 

must be supplemented with something which goes deeper. 

"Habits may be fixed by mere social approval; Ulti

mate values are set up only by central reference to 

religious experience. So long as only the form is motivate 

no assurance of right conduct is given outside of that 

particular form, but when the value becomes the motive then 

means will be found in every emergency for realizing this 

value. This is the unique contribution of religion to 

conduct. As a motive it is powerful because it is the 

essence of feelings, it is the dynamic aspect of life, it 

is an eff ctive motive, comprehensive, dependable, perma

nent."1 

George Coe objects to the process of teaching virtues 

that the eseence of 
• 

And State, Chpp. 7, p. 89. 
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morality is in personal relations and not in these 

abstractions. Our concern is not that the pupils should 

possess virtues, but that he should have virtues in right 
1 

causes. 

Next then is a discussion of the motivations of 

human nature. These, according to Frank N. Freeman, are 

many. Some of which may be stated as follows: "External, 

to suppress and strengthen certain impulses; rew~rds or 

punishments, recognition of the social group, competition, 

general and specific incentives, an attempt to clarity, 

a definition of situations, and a knowledge of ideas, 

results, emotions and feelings." 2 

Since our feelings and emotions are determined by 

our ideas, the most intelligent and effective way of con

trolling conduct is to see that these are sound. "The 

problem of motivation by means of punishments is coincident 

with the whole problem of education. It is lifted out of 

the realm of devices. It . is not a matter of applying spurs 

to the child to incite him to do this or that particular 

thing. It is, rather, the problem of so clarifying his 

conception of the situation in which he lives, both 

immediate and remote, that he will understand what action 

is appropriate to the situation. His understanding of the 

situation 111 carry with it the appropriate feeling to 

energize his conduct."3 
i. Tuttle quotes Coe. 
2. Henry Neuman, Education for Moral Growth, Chap. 

12, p. 283. 
3. J. N. Jl,rtman, The Religious Motive of Religion, 

,___-ft1:~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~GQQ.+,.......;~ lli-D,....j!.Q;!:Qm_..::g...,.--2~ ---------_J 
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Concerning the subject ot motivation, we. have also 

the following, nForms of conduct are attached to religion 

in various concepts, depending upon the social experience 

ot the group. This consciousness of value to other 

persons, when given central reference to the subjective 

experience of religion, carries all the feelings of worth 

involved in that inner experience back into the d ed which 

created the value. Thereafter this moral act carries a 

double motivation. The ·force of custom which gave sanctio 

to the "form" of the act and made it right continues to 

demand it; while the "worth" at the act, interpreted with 

reference to an ultimate value, now also demands it as a 

sacred religious duty. The latter motive is infinitely 

more effective than the former."1 

George Coe defines motivation as a religious impulse 

and says,-"Religion demands complete unity of life. It 

reaches out to everything and down to the bottom of every

thing; it includes our whole mental equipment and activity, 

whether of thought, of emotion or of will, Stating this 

in concrete terms of the Christian view of lif, we may say 

that the outcome to be looked for in the religious is that, 

through both habit and choice, the life should be completel 

controlled by the Jesus' principle of love to God and man, 

and that one will see and feel that this principle gives to 

life its meaning and value." 2 

1. Harold s. Tuttle, Religious ~ducation, Chap. VII, 
p. 209 

2. George Albert Coe, Education, Religion and Morals 
Chap. VII, p. fl9 
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"In motivating conduct, the superficial task appears 

to be to select appropriat motives which may be associated 

with the desired act. · But what · 1s appropriate? Cl~arly 

the case calls for an interest, inate or aoquired, but 

interests are acquired. The problem is not to discuss a 

present interest only; it is to attach a present to an, 

as yet, uninteresting way of behaving, _until the new behavio1 

acquires the quality of interest. In other words, the 

process in moral training is a process of so utilizing an 

external motive as to make it, therefore, an inner motive. 

Not until a wide range ot such interests have been cultivate< 

and blended by association under emotion, can one be said 

to have developed moral character. When a child has done 

deeds which call out appreciation for his trustworthiness, 

until he takes pride in being trustworthy; when he has 

reported accurately his experiences and has been praised 

for telling the truth until he feels a strong impulse to 

be found truthful; when he has similarly attached high 

emotional tone to courtesy, honor, industry, thrift, courage, 

generosity, and in the processes has associated each of theso 

with the central idea of goodness or character, then his 

personality has become unified; each choice. is made in 

harmony with the whole system of values which he has built 

up; his life is integrated, he is then entitled to be recog

nized as having a consistent, dependable character • . Indeed 

his scale of values is completely unified and cosmic in 

scope, no word adequately described ~is personality short 
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of religious. Character is not the sum of all our habits, 

but rather the integrated system of interests which we have 

acquired. When the young citizen has come to feel a high 

sense of good will toward his fellows--to prefer the 

genuine happiness of others and to know how most effectively 

to express that good will, then and only then will character 

training adequate for the needs in a democracy be realized." 

"No movement in the church today is attracting more 

attention than religious education. There is a concern 

being expressed in many quarters that this movement is in 

some uncertainty as to exactly what it is tryingto do and 

in which direction it is going. The attempt to bring the 

values of techniques for educational science to the services 

of Church School work has, in the minds of many, endangered 

its essent'ially spiritual and Christian quality. Others 

contend that there is nothing inconsistent between a sound 

educational procedure and a definitely Christian educational 

aim. All agree that there is a great need for a very clear 

definition of just what makes any education religious and 

what makes religious education Christia.n."2 

"just at this point",says Dr. Coe, "religious education 

finds its peculiar function and its peculiar difficulties, 

in respect of method. Society, as it now exists is quite 

willing to support an educational policy that makes for 

negative goodness; society would go as far, if it knew how, 

1. Harold s. Tuttle, Character Education, R.E.A. 
April 1931. 

2. Dr. S.N. Vass, Sunday School Teacher, April 1932. 
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as to provide in its children the rock ribbid fidelity to 

principle that which constitutes character as an inner 

determination. Up to this point religious education 

includes or fuses with whatever there is in general educa-

tion that effectively socializes children. But beyond 
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this poipt there lies, not the highway for social" canformit, 

but the mountain trail of social reconstruction. Not the 

will that is transformed even to what is good in convention 

al society standards, but the will that is transformed into 

the likeness of divine democracy, that is far beyond and 

far above, is the character that Christian education has 

to produoe."1 

There are those who would identify religion with 

morality. It is clear, however, that to do so is not 

merely to depart from the commonly accepted usage of words, 

but is to make of Christianity simply a glorified ethical 

system. Religion is not merely striving after ideals; 

it is even more than deyotion to some single ideal, though 

that ideal be pursued with a love strong enough to result 

in harmony of life and strength of character. The factor 

for religious growth is ·developmental, environmental and 

moral. 

The Christian religion includes the highest type of 

conduct known to man. If morality is devotion to ideals, 

and religion (in its specific and definitive sense) is 

dependent upon God, then Christianity involves both 

1. George Albert Coe, A Soci 1-rTheory of Religious 
Education, Chap. 14, p. 184. 



morality and religion raised to the highest terms and 

bound together in life. 

The belief that Christianity has a part in the moti

vating of conduct is justified in the above statement. 

Hence the need of so directing the mind of the child; so 

developing his religious impulses and so acquainting 

him with life's situations that he will feel and desire 

the help of a Being greater than himself. This f eling 

and desire will cause him to become one with that Being, 

hence a commitment to that Being. 

Many theories have been advanced as to how tbis may 
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occur. The Catholic view is here stated, "What is needful 

to insure the inception of the Christian life is that one 

shall be placed, by birth or otherwise, within the circle 

of the sacramental influences that commence With baptism."1 

The Reformed Church, without explicitly denying the 

efficacy of sacramental grace bestowed in baptism, places 

more emphasis upon the truth as summed up in the creed and 

catechism, as the means whereby the Spirit lays the 

foundation of a Christian character.2 

The great awakening of 1740 brought another view 

which w s, that "the beginning or the Christian life in the 

soul was normally attended by a great awakening of the 

feelings and was perhaps dependent upon such an awakening, 

and that regeneration must be manifested by a radical change 

1. Charles E. McKinley, Educational Evangelism, 
Chap. III, p. 48. 

2. Ibid, Chap. III, p. 50 



of inclination or disposition.l With the Wesleys, 

Whitefield and Edward, attention was fixed upon a certain 

type of mental agitation as the proper evidence of the 

Spirit's work. This belief left no place in the church 

for the ohild, since the Christian life was held to begin 

in emotions.4 "It w,as in reaotio~ against the extreme 

individualism of this system that the modern doctrine of 
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the genesis of Christian character by nurture first appeare. 

Christian character emanates fr-om a Christian experience 

which does not stop with the close of the Bible record. 

children need to have a vivid picture of the achievements, 

the errors, the ideals of the Christian Church and of the 

lives of many of the great Christian leaders from the first 

century to the present day. Out of this, too, will come a 

pride in the Kingdom, a challenge to avoid further errors, 

a keenness to become one with the onward movement of the 

Cause of Christ. This does not come from a mere teaching 

o:r :t:acts, it must come from a vital exper1enc ."5 

"Thus has the child been led to a spiritual insight 

which is so necessary in this vital religious experience. 

At this point the teacher has reached her limitations--the 

matter now becomes the work of Someone greater than man. 

Character education is not a matter of imitating Christ in 

our lives, but that of adopting his spirit, his ends and 

principles of action, andby applying them to our situtions 

1. Charles E. McKinley, Educational Evangelism, 
Chap. III, p. 52. 

2. Ibid, Chap. III, p. 53. 
3. Blanche Carrier, How Shall I learn to Teach 

Reli ion? Cha. IV • 89. 



develop modes of conduct of our very own. "l 

Josiah Royce calls this spiritual insight, religious 

insight and explains it thus:- "The religious experience ot 

the individual may ·concern three objects, 1. his !deal, that 

is the standard in terms of which he estimates the sense and 

value of .his own personai life; 2. his need of Salvation, 

that is the degree to which he falls short of attaining his 

Ideal and is sundered from it by evil fortune ., or by his own 

paralysis of will, or by his inward baseness; 3. the presenc~ 

of the coming, or the longing for, or the communion with 

something which he comes to view as the power thati may save 

him from his need or as the light that may dispel his dark

ness, or as the truth that shows him the way out, or as a 

great Companion who helps him. In a word--as his deliveren. 

The Ideal, the Need and the Deliverer, these are the three 

objects which the individual experience, as a source of 

religious insight, has always undertaken to reveal. For 

James, our sense of religious need is an experience which 

mysteriously wells up from the sublimal self, from the 

soundless depths of our own self-consciousness, James, 

therefore, conceives it probable that, through the sublimal 

or subcons·cious self we are actually aroused to religious 

interests by spiritual beings whose level is higher than our 

own, and whose will expressed to us through the vague· but 

often intense sense of need which the .religiously minded 

feel, does set for us an ideal task which is of greater 
1. George· Albert Coe, What is Christian Education? 

Chap. IV, p. 61 
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worth than our natural desires, and which, when we can get 

into harmony with these powers, through the aid of their 

sublimal influences, does give a new sense of life. ·· 

It now becomes the work of the teacher to strive to 

lead the pupils into a desire for this vital experience. 

To do this teaching must be creative rather than tmans-

missive. Life's situations, as used in character education 

have their place in this teaching process. They call the 

attention of the child to the concrete circumstances in 

which he is living, the manner in which he is reac,ng to 

these circumstances, the difficulties he is encountering, 

the mistakes he is making and the specific sort of_ help that 

he needs in order to change his situation and himself in a 

desirable manner. This is an approach in the right 

direction, but in the case of the formation of Christian 

Character, it does not start far enough back nor go far 
l 

enough forward.u 

According to Coe, the transmission theory of educa

tion will not work. "Transmissive education intends to 

hand on what is good in our present culture without perpet

uating its defects • . Hence it selects for teaching purposes 

the finer speciments of humanity as its products, represent-

ing them as the true "reality".2· This method is weakest 

where it thinks it is strongest and herein lies the failure 

of our teaching. 

Since the integration of personality is achieved by 

• George . Coe, What is Christian Education?, 
Chap. III, p. 46. 
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seleotion from among conflicting impulses, by coordination 

and by judicious treatment of those impulses that are denie, 

in the value that Christianity attributes to personality 

it includes and always has included a creative principle, 

and this principle has its beginning in the belief in the 

"infinite worth" of persons. This is not merely a self-

forgetting impulse to relieve the woes of others; it goes 

further, it goes beyond any concept of status, beyond 

every implication that the object of our regard is static. 

"To value personality, then, is to value self-activities 
\. 

in all persons. If persons afe of final worth, then every 

particular instance of self-activity has within it some of 

unimpeachable validity. To discover just what this 

unimpeachable is requires us often to take apart some 

psychical or soe:el tangle. It requires also disciplined 

self-knowledge on the part of us, the disentanglers. We 

have much generalized approval of freedom, much glorifi

cation of personality; but far less appreciative entering 

into the particular thoughts and evaluations in which the 

neighbor's personality realizes itselt."1 

"We come at last to this", says Coe, "Whatever any 

person prizes has some value for me--enough value to make 

it possible tor me to enter into fellowship with him pre-

cisely where he is. Whatever is obnoxious to him oontains 

something that I also disapprove of when I understand what 

it is. There is then no ground left for excommunicating 
i. George I. Co~ , What is chitstian Education? 

Oh~p. III, p. 46. 
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him trom my society."l 

However, Christianity must be approaohed .soientiti

oally, because its analysis of causal relations is neces

sary in order to make goodness efficient; to discover what 

is good and what is bad; in order to utiliz its own past; 

the scientific method is required by any religion that 

aspires to be universal and also because innumerable facts 

of nature make a difference to religion. 

"The permanent element in Christian education is an 

attribute, or a policy, and in this sense a method, or 

determinant and test o~ procedure. It is a way of acting 

that leads to discoveries. It has an indefinite fecundity 

and ereativeness because it makes us active to the limit 

of our personal c-apac1 ty without imposing upon us any act 

whatever."2 

When Christian education determines its whole comp+ex 

of policies by contemplating the unfinished tasks of the 

Kingdom, it will become a process wherein the learner forms 

judgments of his own concerning the present and the future 

of one's religion and life: it will turn him away from 

comfortable conventionality to the excitement and the 

labor of hard causes; it will unite him with his fellows 

upon a basis of a forward look rather than upon the present 

basis of backward and inward looks; and it will give him 

the thrill, during growing years of being a oo-oreator with 

God. 
1. George A. Coe, What is Christian Education? 

Chap. VIII,p. 173. 
2. Ibid, Chap. III, p. 49. 



As a standard to which our Christian education must 

approach, Paul H. Vieth has given the following: Does our 

program lead the child into a personal relationship with 

God? Do we give the pupils an understanding and apprecia

tion of the life and teachings of Jesus, lead him to 

accept Christ as his Savior, Friend, Companion and Lord, 

and lead him into loyalty to Christ and His Cause? Does 

our teaching program lead to a progressive and continuous 

development of Christlike character? Does our program lead 

to enthusiastic and intelligent participation in the build-· 

ing of a Christian community and world? Are we giving a 

Christian interpretation of life and the universe? Does 

our program give a knowledge, understanding and love for · 

the Bible and an intelligent appreciation .of o~her records 

of Christian experience? If these cannot be answered in 

the affirmative, it is clear that our program is missing 

its mark. 

If Society must have an "Ideal" in order that the 

"will" can be aroused to dominate conduct and since the 

true "ideal" he.a never been determined, why not make that 

"ideal" the principles of Jesus? This is, without doubt, 

the only thing that can bring harmony to the soul. 

In an address entitled 6ur 6hanging Morals, in answer 

to the question, "Where in all the shifting tides ot 

experience can we find guidance in right living? Facing 

so many and infinitely confusing value claims, how can we 

know the morally true from the false? the answer was, 
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"Christianity is, above all other, a religion. The best 

we can do is to seek guidance for each day and seek it anew 

for every occasion. Measuring rods in the form of codes 

must always be inadequate. jesus understood this and so 

purposed, not a new set of rules for conduct, but a quality 

of inner spirit. When asked which was the greatest comman -

ment, he replied, in effect, no commandment but certain 

quality of will. But properly understood, this is not a 

matter of dispair. Rather is this norm of a living spirit 

the condition of all our hopes for productive experience. 

Genuine moral growth renders today's id al partially 

inadequate for tomorrow, while at the same time it opens 

the way to more life and better."l 

George Coe calls the problem of Christian education 

an unsolved problem and well he might, judging from our 

rating as a Christian nation and our lack of conformity to 

the Christ-pattern. Our teaching has been a system of 

transmissive education when we needed a creative education, 

a transmissive religion when we needed a creative religion; 

a historical Christianity rather than the Jesus way of life. 

President Butler says of education, "Education is the 

development of the inner capacities of the soul. It is 

impossible for us to ever again identify education with 

mere acquisition -of knowledge. It must mean the gradual 

adjustment of the spiritual possessions of the raoe."2 

1. Whitechurch, Ire Golduim, Christi nity Today, 
Chap. 12, p. 201. 

2. President Butler of Columbia University. 
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"Spiritual evangelism must be accepted by the scien

tists," so says Charles McKinley, "tor the evangelism o'f 

Jesus proceeded on ·three psy~hologieal principles that have 

in recent years come to be recognized as fundamentals in 

all educational work. These are suggestion, imitation 

and appe~eeption of truth. This being true, the scientist 

cannot deny that the teaQhings of l:esus are applicable to 

our every day lives."1 

What then is the solution to this great problem of 

building character that is Christian? Christ has commanded 

us, "Resist not evil, \.whosoever shall smite thee on the 

right cheek, turn to him the other also."2 Again he says, 

"It any man sue thee a.t the law to take away thy coat, let 

him have thy cloak also."3 He also says, "But I say unto 

you, love your enemies, bless them that curse you and pray 

for them that despitefully use you,"4 Again, "Lay not up 

for yourselves .treasu~es on earth, take no thought tor your 

life, what ye shall eat or what ye shall drink."5 

The social teachings of Jesus prove the possibility 

or carrying out these mandates, and yet, after more than 

nineteen hundred years we have w~r, orime, raoe prejudices, 

economic clashes, greed, worry, etc., and these in the 

light of our character and religious programs. Humanity 

reacts toward insults and hate in a human way, therefore, 

1. Charles, McKinney. Educational Evangelism, Chap . 
VII . P • 104. 

2. Bible, Matt. 5:39-tO, 41. 
3. Bible, Matt • 6 : 19 
4. Ibid. Matt. 5:39, 40, 41. 
5. Ibid. Matt~ 6:21-25 



in order to .carry out these injunctions given by Christ, 

his spirit is imperative. This is divine. The power 

which makes this Christ-like life possible comes from 

within. Paul realized this when he said, having reference 

to Christ, "My grace is sufficient for thee; for my strength 
1 is made perfect in weakness." 
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It is not enough in our program of character education 

to know about morals, not enough in our religious education 

program to know about the Bible; neither is it sufficient 

in Christian education to know about Christ, but one must 

know Christ. Know him so intimately that he becomes the 

dynamic of one's life. There must be a manifestation of 

that mystic experience whereby one will have no doubt of 

the Christ life in his own. 

Again a thought of Coe is advanced "For teachers of 

the Christian religion the universal guide and test is, 

Am I helping my pupils to grow in the personal or ethical

love way or dealing both with themselves and with ot~ere 

whose lives they touch? Am I helping them extend this 

fellowship to others who need it? Am I helping them 

master the conditions of efficient good-will by using the · 

methods of science with reference to all facts involved, 

whether facts of history, of external nature, or of ~he mind 

of man? Am I helping them· to such a dee_p and satisfying 
\ 

experience of this ethical-love way that· they are learning 

to worship? 

1. Bible, Matt. 6:25. 
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This single, yet two-fold, principle will find no 

occasion to revise itself no matter what changes in other 

matters may be required. The particular acts in which w 

endeavor to love one another will vary with varying condition,, 

and with growing insight. Likewise the peculiar teohnics 

by which we learn and teach will grow and proliferate in 

the futur as they have done in the past. The deepest 

devotion to Christ can be found only if we should discover 

in him some active, creative and inexhaustible spring of 

the spirit that is also in us. 

This deep well we do find in him and in us. It is 

ethical-love or regard tor personality. The cups of this 

living water that we pass to one another are the abiding 

sacrament of our fellowship. Nothing else can make us one; 

nothing else can make of Christianity anything more than a . 

thing of time and change~ Apparently Jesus' own attitude 

was that of a friend rather than that of a master. "I call 

you not servants." The · loyalty of the Christian accord-

ingly is loyalty not to one person, everi Jesus, but to 

persons. 

"That there are changes to be encountered in the 

approach to the youth of today and those of the last few 

decades cannot be doubted, but the actual content of the 

idea of God, that to which emotion and conduct are attached, 

moves on with history. Surety growing conceptions of duty 

and stationary conceptions of the divine cannot fuse or 

live together. · But our ethical problems do and must undergo 
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transformation. The good man of yesterday, the good 

Christian of yesterday do not suffice in the new human rela

tionships of today. 

"The key to the situation~ according to Coe," is in 

Christian education, a creative type of it, giving form and 

effect to our profess d principle of personality. The 

deepest devotion to Christ would be reached if we should 

discover in him some active, creative and inexhaustible 

spring of the Spirit that is also in us. This d ep well 

we do find in him and in us. · It is not ethical love nor 

regard for personality; The cups of this living water that 

we pass to one another are the abiding sacraments of our 

fellowship, nothing else can make Christianity anything more 

than a thing of time and change."l 

Christian education is the means to an end and that 

end must be a surrender of the whole self to Christ tor "No 

man can serve two masters; for either he will love the one 

and hate the other, or else he will hold to one and· despise 

the other; ye cannot serve God and mernmon."2 

Because our surrender to Christ has been so half-heartec 

his spirit has failed to abide or lead us and thus we have 

the present conditions even in this Christian nation. The 

Apostle Paul in writing to the church at Corinth, which w 

presumably made up of Christians, said "What, know ye not 

that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost, which is in 

1. George Albert Coe, What is Christian Education? 
Chap. VIII, p. 178, Chap. XI, p. 249 

2. Bible, Matt. 6:24. 



you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own for ye 

are bought with a price. 

is God's."l 

For ye are Christ's and Christ 
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When Christian education has suoceeded in bringing the 

youth to a full realization of the "fatherhood of God and 

the Brotherhood of Man", then will he be able to express 

his will and desires in terms ot conduct, and thus will the 

swords be beaten into ploughshares and the spears into 

pruning hooks. 

However, Christian ducation for this generation demand 

a new type of teacher -and te ching methods. Our changed 

society calls for changed teachers. Teachers who, in 

addition to having had an experience ~ith Christ, can give 

a scientific approach to the life experiences of the child 

and by precept and example lead him to be one with the 

Father. · "Not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit 

saith the Lord." 2 

Only after one has inbibed this Spirit will the 

desires and habits taught through our character and reli

gious program be able to control the response for right in 

spite of the group. 

Well does Drinkwater's "Abraham Lincoln" express our 

need: 

We know the paths wherein our feet should press, 
Across our hearts are written Thy decrees, 
Yet now, 0 Lord, be merciful and bless 

iith mor~ than these. 

1 ·• II Cor • 12: 9 
2. I Cor. 16:23 



Grant us the will to fashion as we feel 
Grant us the strength to labor as e know 
Grant us the purpose, ribb'd and edged with steel 

To strike the blow. · 

Knowledge we ask not, knowledge thou hast lent, 
But Lord, the will--there lies our bitter need, 
Give us to build above the deep intent, 

The de d, the deed. 1 • 

1 . Drinkwater Jorn, l'.brahan Lincoln, p , 74 . 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THE CHRIST PATTERN NECESSARY 

Existing conditions everywhere and especially in 

America reveal a breakdown in the moral, social and religiou 

life. (America is mentioned in particul r because she 

represents a Christian nation.) As such she should carry 

out the principle of Jesus Christ. The separation of the 

church and state is, without doubt, justified, but in that 

separation the school has swung too far away from those 

principles included in education. The Bible was excluded, 

teachers were chosen who had no religious proclivities, and 

prayer, if offered at all, was a mere repetition of words •. 

Economic conditions lett no time for religious training in 

the home, and the few hours of service rendered by the 

church were not sufficient to counter-balance the secular 

training. These conditions have given America a nation 

whose masses fear not man nor God. If the stability of 

America depends upon its moral status, then the necessity 

of a new type of citizen for Amer! a, without which she is 

doomed. 

That education does and always ha included the develop 

ment of the four-fold life of man is evident from the 

definitions given by the educators and philo ophers of all 

times. Jesus in keeping with the custom of his day 1ncreas 
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in wisdom, mentally; in statur, physically; and in tavor 

with God, spiritually; and man, socially. 

Character education is not sufficient. Humanity is 

too weak to combat the forces with which it comes in contact 

without Supernatural help. The question of morality, with 

every pha~e of its meaning is one of grave concern. This 

has given rise to our religious ducational program as an . 

effort to secure for the next generation a people whose lives 

are tashioned by the Christ-pattern. 

But religious education has missed the mark due to the 

faot · it has often been taught by those who lacked the Christ 

Spirit as well as by those who had no fixed purpose nor plan. 

While secular ducation trains in those things which go to 

make up character, even directing the ttw111" toward a . 

certain "ideal", Christian education must of necessity ·under

gird morality with spiritual idealism. Our great system of 

building citizens by means of creating habits and desires, 

has failed in its purpose, .for in spite of it all boys and 

girls continue to lie, st.ea!, cheat, etc. , while . the social 

and moral problems among children cause one to shudder; 

and men and women continue to shoplift, embezzle, acquire 

money by fraud, eto., the strong oppress the weak, the rich 

oppress the poor, the superior persecute those whom they 

believe to be their inferior; the rich grow continually 

richer, while the poor grow poorer, and selfishness and greed 

is quite prevalent. 

Christian education seeks to make the Jesus way of 
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lite practicable since it leads to fellowship with God. 

But words are inadequate to convey the deeper mean1ngs ot 

lite. All that can be done is to furnish such a stimulus 

for those being taught that they will accept the premise as 

a hypothesis and proceed to experiment for themselves. 

Because moral ideals oannot be maintained without sufficient 

motive, the greatest need is not moral standards. Because 

man is made in the image of God, with capacities to enjoy 

fellowship with the eternal, humanity can never be at its 

best until the Spirit of God lives within it and directs its 

way. Thus, the only solution is a oharaoter and religious 

educational program which has for its aim the shaping of the 

life of the child to the Christ-pattern through the imbi~ing 

of His Spirit, ·for it is "Not by might nor by power, but by 

my Spirit, saith ·the .Lord."1 

Only as the child comes in contact with Christ, not 

in a historical, but in an experimental way, will the know-

ledge of right react in the light of principles. Character 

education has its place in moulding the character of the 

youth, religious education furnishes material upon which 

the Spirit may ·work, but only the Spirit Himself can give 

strength to live according to the Christ-Pattern. 

1. Bible, Zach. 4:6 
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